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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

August 4, 2021, CNN aired a hit piece on me based on a fabricated report by the Center for

Countering Digital Hate (CCDH) — a report that has since been refuted by Facebook itself.

According to the CCDH,  I am No. 1 of a dozen individuals responsible for 65% of all anti-vaccine

content on social media and should therefore be stripped of my First Amendment rights to free

speech and banned from all platforms.

For their Lrst broadcast, CNN reporter Randi Kaye, who wasn't wearing a mask at the time, tracked

me down as I bicycled around my home town to ask me about why I say masks don't work, and

whether I "feel responsible" for the deaths of unvaccinated people — a strange perspective indeed,

considering the COVID shots CNN is pushing may have killed more than 200,000 otherwise

healthy Americans so far.

The U.S. Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS) had as of September 24, 2021,

received 15,937 reports of deaths shortly after the COVID injection,  and a report by Steve Kirsch

provides compelling evidence that side effects are underreported by a factor of 41. That means

the death toll may be closer to 250,000.

Does CNN regret having lured all of these people to their deaths by refusing to report anything

negative about these experimental injections? At the end of that segment (below), Kaye decries

the success of my best-selling book, "The Truth About COVID-19: Exposing the Great Reset,

Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal," refusing to even state its title.

So far, the book has sold more than 250,000 copies, and all proceeds are being donated to the

National Vaccine Information Center (NVIC), the oldest and largest vaccine safety advocacy group

in the U.S.

CNN Takes Another Stab at My Book

October 4, 2021, CNN aired a follow-up on the book's success — this time providing its title —

while urging Amazon to get into the book burning business rather than being a book seller. Like

something straight out of George Orwell's "1984" newsspeak dictionary, CNN host Anderson

Cooper said my book is loaded with "mistruths" about COVID. I guess "misinformation" doesn't

pack the same punch it once did.

They also still referred to me as a "superspreader of misinformation," even though Facebook has

published data showing that between the 12 of us "superspreaders," we actually only account for a

minuscule 0.05% of all vaccine-related content on that platform. As noted by Monika Bickert, vice

president of Facebook content policy:

"… these 12 people are responsible for about just 0.05% of all views of vaccine-related

content on Facebook. This includes all vaccine-related posts they've shared, whether true

or false, as well as URLs associated with these people.

The report  upon which the faulty narrative is based analyzed only a narrow set of 483

pieces of content over six weeks from only 30 groups, some of which are as small as

2,500 users.

They are in no way representative of the hundreds of millions of posts that people have

shared about COVID-19 vaccines in the past months on Facebook.

Further, there is no explanation for how the organization behind the report identiTed the

content they describe as 'anti-vax' or how they chose the 30 groups they included in their

analysis. There is no justiTcation for their claim that their data constitute a 'representative

sample' of the content shared across our apps."

Show Us the Evidence, CNN

CNN uses the oldest propaganda trick in the book in its latest report. If you just spew out enough

derogatory terms about your opponent, people will forget the fact that you provided zero proof to

back up your position.

They claim my book is full of "lies," "misinformation" and "mistruths." But not a single piece of

evidence to back that up is presented. They don't even provide any speciLc examples of what

these "lies" might be. My book is fully referenced, and none of those references has been publicly

disputed or refuted as false.

A journalist accusing someone of lies had better well have proof of those lies. To produce a story

without that proof is unconscionable and certainly not representative of honest journalism.

As Kaye mentions, CNN also contacted my publisher, Chelsea Green, for comment on a series of

questions. Below are the answers provided by president and publisher Margo Baldwin to CNN's

AC360 producer Stephen Samaniego:

CNN Question: Why did Chelsea Green publish a book so full of misinformation?

Chelsea Green Answer: What misinformation? There is no misinformation as far as we are

concerned. I might ask the same thing of CNN and the misinformation it perpetuates

about the lab leak origins of the virus: www.cnn.com/2021/03/31/health/lab-leak-

coronavirus-theory-comic-book-scn/index.html

CNN Question: Do you feel any responsibility at all for giving an author who is peddling

lies about COVID a platform to proTt from those lies?

Chelsea Green Answer: What lies? Please elaborate on the lies you are referring to.

CNN Question: Do you feel responsible for contributing to the misinformation that is out

there about COVID and the vaccines?

Chelsea Green Answer: No, we feel we are contributing to the truth about COVID, as many

other eminent scientists and doctors are also courageously doing.

CNN Question: How much money had the book grossed for Chelsea Green Publishing?

Chelsea Green Answer: I think you can Tgure that out for yourselves.

CNN Question: What was Dr. Mercola's compensation for writing the book and how much

has he earned from sales royalties?

Chelsea Green Answer: That is conTdential information but Dr. Mercola has said publicly

that he is donating all his earnings from the book to The National Vaccine Information

Center, a nonproTt organization dedicated to vaccine safety.

In a statement accompanying her answers, Baldwin added:

"These are not serious journalistic questions. They are simply attempts by CNN to shut

down debate and censor speech. We call it out for what it is: intimidation tactics to be

used against anyone who dares to question the narrative that CNN is peddling.

Our responsibility is to the public and to stand up for free and open exchange of

information. If you have questions about any of the facts in the book, check out the

sources and examine the evidence instead of simply dismissing it as 'misinformation.'"

Show Us the Lies

In an email response to Baldwin's request for elaboration on the supposed lies he's referring to,

Samaniego stated:

"There are too many for me provide you a comprehensive list but a few top line ones that

stick out …

That the vaccine trials were rigged, that the vaccines are part of unprecedented and

dangerous experiment, that a large amount of data suggests that vaccines may be

completely unnecessary, vaccines cannot prevent or reduce transmission or infection

hospitalization or death. According to the CDC the vaccines are nearly 100% effective at

preventing serious disease and death."

Baldwin replied to this short-list with the following mainstream media links, none of which, by the

way, has been accused of being superspreaders of mistruths:

"The trials were designed speciTcally to succeed.

www.forbes.com/sites/williamhaseltine/2020/09/23/covid-19-vaccine-protocols-reveal-

that-trials-are-designed-to-succeed/?sh=21270ac65247

Removing the placebo groups from vaccine trials will prevent accurate data from long

term studies from being known. www.npr.org/sections/health-

shots/2021/02/19/969143015/long-term-studies-of-covid-19-vaccines-hurt-by-

placebo-recipients-getting-immuni

The experiments are continuing through 2027 as the FDA APPROVAL requires PTzer to

submit study results analyzing risk of myocarditis and pericarditis, and risk to long-term

infant development in pregnant women. Study results reports will be submitted to the FDA

for review on Oct 31, 2025 and May 31, 2027 respectively.

Nearly 60% of gravely ill patients are fully vaccinated, while stating the PTzer vaccine is

just 39% effective. www.sciencemag.org/news/2021/08/grim-warning-israel-

vaccination-blunts-does-not-defeat-delta and www.cnbc.com/2021/07/23/delta-

variant-pGzer-covid-vaccine-39percent-effective-in-israel-prevents-severe-

illness.html."

Are COVID Shots Necessary?

The one question Baldwin did not address was whether the COVID shots are even necessary. My

next book, which will focus on the so-called COVID "vaccines," will go into this question in great

detail, but the fact of the matter is the shots are, by and large, unnecessary for most people, for

the simple reason that most people aren't at risk of dying from COVID-19.

Data from a Wake Forest Baptist Health study  suggest the overall death rate from COVID-19 is

around 0.1%.  Stanford University's disease prevention chairman Dr. John Ioannidis has

calculated the infection fatality rate as being between 0.05% and 1%, with a median of 0.25%. For

those under the age of 45, the infection fatality rate is near zero, and between the ages of 45 to

70, it's between 0.05% and 0.3%.

Yet another study  published in the Annals of Internal Medicine put the overall

noninstitutionalized infection fatality rate at 0.26%. People younger than 40 have an infection

fatality rate of 0.01%, while those 60 and older had a 1.71% risk of dying from the infection.

Now, if your risk of dying from COVID-19 is near zero, even if the injection is 100% effective at

preventing death, you're not getting any beneLt since you weren't at risk of dying in the Lrst place.

This is not rocket science. So, CNN either cannot wrap their heads around these simple data

points, or they ignore it because they don't want you to understand just how small the risk of

COVID-19 actually is, and how great the risks of the COVID injections are in comparison. If the

latter is true, then they are complicit in the deaths of tens of thousands of Americans, and perhaps

hundreds of thousands.

How Effective Are the COVID Shots, Really?

And, there's more. A number of studies have also looked at the absolute risk reduction provided by

the COVID shots, showing they're near useless. While, at the outset, vaccine makers all boasted

very high effectiveness for their COVID shots, independent reviews suggest their claims were

massively overstated from the get-go.

As it turns out, they're all using one of the simplest and oldest statistical tricks in the book:

coniating relative and absolute risk reduction. PLzer, for example, claimed its mRNA shot was

95% effective. How did they get that number? In trials reportedly involving tens of thousands of

people, 170 were diagnosed with COVID-19 during the trial.

Of those, 162 were in the placebo group and eight were in the COVID shot group. From this, it is

inferred that the shot prevented 154 out of 162 people from developing COVID-19. That's 95%.

However, this is the relative risk reduction. The absoluterisk reduction is actually less than 1%.

When calculating absolute risk reduction, you compare the frequency of an outcome in the

treatment group compared to untreated controls. As a hypothetical example, if 20% of the control

group develops COVID-19, compared to just 12% of those who got the jab, then you have an

absolute risk reduction of 8%.

That then means that if 100 people got the COVID shot, eight would not get COVID-19. This is the

most accurate and helpful way to present data when you want people to be able to make an

informed treatment choice; if you want to manipulate and deceive them, you would use the

relative risk reduction.

Dr. Ron Brown published a paper detailing the problems with this kind of reporting bias

speciLcally as it pertains to COVID-19 mRNA "vaccines." In "Outcome Reporting Bias in COVID-19

mRNA Vaccine Clinical Trials"  Brown calculates the absolute risk reduction for PLzer's and

Moderna's injections, based on their own clinical trial data, so that we can compare them to the

relative risk reduction reported by these companies. Here's a summary:

PLzer/BioNTech vaccine BNT162b2 — Relative risk reduction: 95.1%. Absolute risk reduction:

0.7%

Moderna vaccine mRNA-1273 — Relative risk reduction: 94.1%. Absolute risk reduction 1.1%

As noted by Brown, "Reporting absolute risk reduction measures is essential to prevent outcome

reporting bias in evaluation of COVID-19 vaccine elcacy."

“ If your risk of dying from COVID-19 is less than
1%, and your absolute risk reduction from the
COVID shot is right around 1%, that tells us the
mathematical possibility of these COVID "vaccines"
having a favorable impact on public health is
zero.”

In a July 1, 2021, commentary in The Lancet Microbe,  Piero Olliaro, Els Torreele and Michel

Vaillant also argue for the use of absolute risk reduction when discussing vaccine elcacy with

the public. They too went through the calculations, coming up with the following:

PLzer/BioNTech — Relative risk reduction: 95%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.84%

Moderna — Relative risk reduction: 94%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%

Gamaleya (Sputnic V) — Relative risk reduction: 91%. Absolute risk reduction: 0.93%

Johnson & Johnson — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.2%

AstraZeneca/Oxford — Relative risk reduction: 67%. Absolute risk reduction: 1.3%

The Data Prove COVID Shots Are Not a Viable Answer

As you can see, the absolute risk reduction for all of these COVID shots is below 1.3% (and those

numbers can only go down as the effectiveness of the shots wane). And, as just mentioned, your

risk of dying from COVID-19, provided you're not ill and living in a nursing home, is around 0.25%.

So, again, if your risk of dying from COVID-19 is less than 1%, and your absolute risk reduction

from the COVID shot is right around 1%, that tells us the mathematical possibility of these COVID

"vaccines" having a favorable impact on public health is very close to zero.

Hence, stating that COVID shots may be unnecessary for most people is not a lie. It's a

commonsense conclusion that can be veriLed by anyone, in a number of different ways, using a

number of different data sources. Unfortunately, CNN is no longer in the business of relaying

veriLable data or facts.

Rather, they're a propaganda mill for The Great Reset agenda, which needs vaccine passports to

be implemented across the world. And in order for that to happen, people need to be convinced

that COVID-19 is a lethal scourge that must be prevented, even if it costs us our freedom and the

health, lives and livelihood of hundreds of millions of people.

I am donating all proceeds from this book to NVIC to help us protect our rights. NVIC works

across all of the US, the are the oldest and most powerful voice we have in defending medical

choice. Please help raise awareness by purchasing The Truth About COVID-19 while you can, and

increase the visibility on Amazon so others will become aware of this important book before the

censors have it banned. Thank you if you already have a copy, it has truly made a difference!

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,250 ratings

ORDER NOW
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CNN never justiLes its news because it has the backing of globalist elites who want to take over people's health and freedom. Dr. Mercola
with his extensive experience spreads the true science, and many scientists and physicians are on the same line. It is about marginalizing
the true science-based knowledge that Dr. Mercola is offering to humanity. It is about attacking those who believe in freedom. It's about
establishing a deep-state news network, full of interests for a devastating technocracy.

The truth of science will be strengthened over time when the data provided by Dr. Mercola with an extensive bibliography contemplated in
his masterful book come to light. When this happens, the vaccinated will regret having been poisoned with the biological weapons of
disease and death. If children are “vaccinated”, it will be declared the greatest crime against humanity. Biden, Fauci and CNN are in the
same bed and are attacking Dr. Mercola who is resisting like a great hero because he has the truth on his conscience. Fauci has tried to
undermine a recent study in Israel during a CNN interview. The study found that natural immunity provides more protection against the
Wuhan coronavirus (COVID-19) than a two-dose vaccine.

Fauci told CNN that the Israel study did not delve into the durability of natural immunity. "It is protected, but it may not be protected for an
indeLnite period of time," Fauci said. Conclusion: he defends the false "vaccines" with the propaganda of CNN. Dr. Mercola in his reports
show that natural immunity will be the one to end this false pandemic.
news.grabien.com/story-dr-fauci-if-those-natural-immunity-should-get-v..  Despotic leaders can only stay in power by hiding the truth of
what they are doing from the people they rule. There can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one source of information managed
centrally and under tyrannical control.
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"Where exactly is the information that "COVID-19 vaccines have killed more than 200,000" Vaers database is under reported. Oxford
says 5 " ? Steve Kirsch has looked at the data. It is linked.
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Some information comes from being in the unfortunate for us & convenient situation for Big Pharma Olcial Authorities shutting
down all the long established criteria for studies, safety & outcomes to funnel them through VAERS. A system if not by design from
day one, nurtured into an incomplete data source in ways to pump up whatever narrative current Grand Wizards of the
Rockefeller/Gates Pharma/Insurance Companies iniuence & proLts want at the expense of Society as a whole and us as individuals.

Any claim of misinformation is there is little way to be close to accurate numbers by the systems design. We have to Lnd the best
answers possible from their incomplete information & glean from what other countries have for information. This gives room for
claims of "Misinformation." Their whole agenda is misinformation, so even talking about their behavior is "spreading Misinformation."
Master's of manipulation, let the buyer beware, depends on what your deLnition of is, is, it's yours as long as the grass is green and
the rivers run, splitting hairs and the meaning of words manipulation.

www.msn.com/en-us/tv/celebrity/candace-cameron-bure-has-this-to-say-ab..  Have no idea who this is, but I like her take. It is more
accurate as to what our concerns are about just regular run of the mill vax's. It's all about what we are for. The 1% Empire Elite are all
about war and what "we" are against. War against virus, bacteria, cancer, weeds, poverty, hunger, misinformation, yada, yada, yada.
When what the People, the Collective Center is all about is things we are for. The Constitution affording us to Co-create with the
Cycles of Creation to create Living Space, Life, true Health. Oh, regular followers know Doc just keeps getting proven right. The
problem is every time he & others are proven right, there is an growing string of Bull Spit needing to be exposed.
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I was told by an ex-newscaster (sort of obvious, but at least now it's conLrmed in my mind) that she's seen writers write for both
sides.  It's all about escalation, false numbers, faulty narratives to get more views, more clicks, I swear - I think some are blood
thirsty for the pandemic!  Ugh!

I can only go off what I see around me, and of course I listen to those who don't have Lnancial gain to the billions ... Fauci can't be
trusted, he's lost 35+m to AIDS off our planet-  that's 500,000 covid deaths for the next 35 years and you'll have HALF as many as
who have died from AIDS.  Do people get that?  Do people get that a country with a BILLION more people has 300,000 less deaths
than we do?  Do people understand other countries give a care package when there's a positive PCR test?  So they're not left to
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CNN Takes Another Stab at My Best-Seller
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ' Fact Checked

August 4, 2021, CNN aired a hit piece on me based on a fabricated report by the Center for Countering Digital Hate (CCDH), which has since

been refuted by Facebook

(

October 4, 2021, CNN aired a follow-up, urging Amazon to get into the book burning business by banning sale of my best-selling book, “The

Truth About COVID-19: Exposing the Great Reset, Lockdowns, Vaccine Passports, and the New Normal”

(

They claim my book is full of “lies,” “misinformation” and “mistruths.” But not a single piece of evidence to back that up is presented(

By and large, the COVID shot is unnecessary for most people, for the simple reason that most people aren’t at risk of dying from COVID-19(

Your risk of dying from COVID-19 is less than 1%, and your absolute risk reduction from the COVID shot is right around 1% (maxing out at

1.3%). This means it is mathematically impossible for COVID “vaccines” to have a favorable impact on public health

(
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than we do?  Do people understand other countries give a care package when there's a positive PCR test?  So they're not left to
struggle?  FAUCI - why are you leaving us without any way to start the healing?????  All he wants to do is take down Dr. Mercola?
 And all the other censored doctors who are reaching people saying YOU DON'T HAVE TO DIE!!!  You don't have to go to the hospital
and be put on Remdesivir - which is Fauci's goal - and Dr. Ardis's lecture on Remdesivir was a huge eye opener for me!

Fire Fauci!  He's letting Americans die - he is a BAD head of our medical - along with Biden who is only trying to meet a quota set by
Gates or the WHO - what does he stand to lose if Americans get wise and just say no?  This whole situation is F'd up!  And now that
Los Angeles needs green passes for people to function - once they get NY and CA, the rest of the country will topple.  We better
stand up strong right now!
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All one needs to ask oneself for answers is which side beneLts from a virus pandemic and vaccine?  The doctors, scientists and
healthcare professionals who are risking their careers and professional reputations by speaking out against this, or the government,
Pharma and large corporations who are proLting and gaining control of the population via a "crisis"?
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Lovestosing, IMPRISON Fauci! For life, without the possibility of parole!  A mass murderer MUST NOT walk around free! Period! We
PAY the taxes for this! We do not PAY our taxes to be abused and even killed! My god. (Eyeball roll!)
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Hi Hercster. From the report of October 9, 2021: VAERS data suggest the COVID shots have resulted in 212,000 excess deaths in the
U.S. An estimated 300,000 Americans suffered permanent disability from the COVID shots, and anywhere from 2 million to 5 million
may have suffered adverse reactions
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The one promise made to the public if they would agree to put this experimental drug into their body was that infection from Covid
symptoms would be lessened and there would be no hospitalizations or deaths.  It was a big, fat lie: "On Oct. 3 -- just weeks after
winning an Emmy on Sept. 11 at the 2021 Creative Arts Emmy Awards for his hairstyling work on the hit Netiix series "Bridgerton" --
Oscar-nominated hair and makeup designer Marc Pilcher died from COVID-19, his agency, Curtis Brown, conLrmed to Variety. Marc,
53, was double vaccinated and had no underlying health conditions, his family told Variety,..."
www.msn.com/en-us/entertainment/entertainment-celebrity/stars-weve-los..
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Very well expressed Just, it is evident that the globalist elites want to dominate the world starting by subjecting them to false
“vaccines”. It is the 1% of unscrupulous villains who have iooded the planet with environmental pollution, antibiotics, vaccines, etc.,
for a war against viruses, bacteria, etc. ,. and what they have created is more chronic and degenerative diseases. What is
increasingly clear is that people fall ill and die from vaccines and the treatments imposed for Covid, due to the medical tyranny of
Biden and Fauci. We also have honest people, who denounce corruption.

Sheriff Richard Mack urges the American people to oppose the dictatorship of President Joe Biden. "This Biden dictatorship, it's not
a regime, it's not an administration, this Biden dictatorship is going to be the death of America if we don't stand up and do
something," Mack says on "The Sheriff Mack Show." www.brighteon.com/b1b47165-7744-406e-99ac-bdb3aa16ad06  NY Gov.
Hochul says vaccines are 'from God,' she sends out her own 'apostles' to push jabs
news.yahoo.com/ny-gov-hochul-says-vaccines-020545182.html  

Medical freedom rights attorney Thomas Renz has announced that nearly 50,000 Medicare patients died within 14 days of being
"vaccinated" by the Wuhan coronavirus. www.lifesitenews.com/news/nearly-50k-medicare-patients-died-soon-after..   A nurse from
Alberta, Canada, has written a letter to debunk the myth that hospitals are being invaded by patients due to the Wuhan coronavirus
(Covid-19). The only crisis is "a personnel crisis that has been brewing for decades." this person expects to be Lred in the next few
weeks for refusing to do a jab- www.henrymakow.com/2021/09/alberta-adopts-draconian-measures.html
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Yes, tracy, you quote great truths. Biden and Fauci have imposed medical tyranny, Fauci has a telling record. Dr. Judy Mikovits
reminds us that the laboratory origins of the current phony pandemic are nothing new; that every “pandemic” has had laboratory
origins since 1984, when Anthony Fauci began working at NIAID, beginning with AIDS. "HIV / AIDS; You will remember the story of
how Tony Fauci, Bob Gallo, the folks at the top of NIH, CDC, FDA lied to us, even then. So the scenario, the game plan is exactly the
same ...

“We’ve been creating these in our labs my entire career. This was my job. " She says their motivation is “To kill people and cover up
these crimes. Remember, they’re cremating people, so you can’t realize it was the vaccine strain, so you can’t realize that we were
right in 2011, in 1984… “When our paper, that was ultimately published in Science, in October of 2009… and the entire upper echelons
of the government realized that these things were coming out of our laboratories and they re-wrote history then. They called it… an
‘unintended spread of a Biosafety Level 2 contaminant.’ tapnewswire.com/2021/09/dr-judy-mikovits-getting-closer-to-exposing-wh..
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Yes, HAR. your question has a clarifying answer The false vaccines are a great beneLt for the Pharmaceutical MaLa and all the allies
such as the FDA, CDC, WHO, etc., who beneLt from this false pandemic planned in the event 201 and enhanced in the meetings of
Davos. It is the way to the Great Reset, to seize the assets of people and companies that suffer the draconian mandates imposed by
the globalist elite. The doctors and scientists who rebel against this farce suffer the consequences but continue to Lght, like Dr.
Mercola for the health and freedom of humanity.

1,000 lawyers and 10,000 doctors have Lled a lawsuit for violations of the Nuremberg Code. A large task force with more than 1,000
lawyers and more than 10,000 medical experts under the leadership of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich has initiated legal proceedings against
the CDC, the WHO and the Davos group for crimes against humanity. Fuellmich and his team present the incorrect PCR test and
order for doctors to describe any comorbidity death as a Covid death, as fraud.
sistatiden.se/1000-advokater-och-10000-lakare-har-inlamnat-en-stamning..
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Indeed, Mirandola, we are facing crimes against humanity. Fauci must be prosecuted, for the death of many people, as Dr. Mercola
has reported. More data: ALMOST 50,000 MEDICARE RECIPIENTS DIED WITHIN 14 DAYS OF COVID SHOT, ACCORDING TO
GOVERNMENT DATA. As reported by LifeSiteNews, Ohio-based medical freedom rights attorney Thomas Renz recently revealed
some concerning information from the government agency Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Service (CMS). Using “raw data” from
CMS, Renz reveals that nearly 50,000 people died within 14 days of a COVID-19 shot, including 28,065 people older than 80 and
19,400 younger than 80. These numbers come from a total compilation of roughly 59.4 million Medicare beneLciaries - representing
fewer than 20% of the population. Renz also uses CMS data to question the widespread use of the antiviral drug Remdesivir in
hospitals. www.naturalhealth365.com/thousands-of-medicare-patients-died-3998.html  (October 7, 2021)
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I don't know if you've seen this video, but I would like to hear your comments on it.
 www.bitchute.com/video/wOzprxASA2Yn/?fbclid=IwAR3YQC8m8SGP87sgjv5wA1vI..
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Nothing left to fear! Through time, all events turn in favor of the development of that which serves the true path. May Saint Hildegard
continue to watch over Dr. Mercola, and may God have mercy on the clumsiness of despotic leaders.
www.santahildegarda.es/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Recetas-Santa-Hildeg..  VEAL FOOT BROTH - Saint Hildegard of Bingen says
in her book Physica de ella (PL 1323 B): “He who has throbbing pains in his joints and limbs and also intestinal and stomach pains,
that he eats often, and in abundance, cooked veal feet and this will eliminate the punctures and the pains"

The bone broth, as it has always been done, of calf feet (or chicken) is a great food for the healthy and the sick. The pleasant
chicken broth is a classic for the iu and chills that is why it is also known by the name of "Jewish penicillin". (In Germany N.d.t.) The
calf foot broth contains everything that the human being needs for development and construction of connective tissue, bones,
cartilage and joints, repairs the stomach and intestinal tract that were iniamed and sore and, according to the text of Saint Hildegard
of Bingen, contains valuable medicines that preserve health and protect from disease. With justice you can call the broth of calf foot
a remedy universal in the same way as spelled. Veal foot broth is very easy to prepare and is very cheap. In every good restaurant
worth its salt, it is used to prepare broths, soups, and other dishes, to cook spelled or vegetables. /// (to continue reading, translate
into English with the following link: translate.google.com  )
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Gui, thanks for pointing this out. "There can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one source of information managed
centrally and under tyrannical control." Also good to see some information on the legal front.  Lawyers Thomas Renz and Reiner
Fuellmich and the covid mass murders will continue to get more public attention.  It would be great to see an article from Dr. Mercola
once a month or so about current and on-going legal work being done to expose this covid & vax fraud.  This would improve the
chances of MSM mentioning this as Dr. Mercola hovers above the target and MSM like CNN send up iak. As the iak iies, pound the
obvious violations of the Nuremberg Code.
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Thanks nep7624. The "vaccine" that weakens the immune system, creates ADE, also called "hyperiniammatory response" that is
potentiated over time promoting subsequent infections, and also generates new variants to promote more "vaccines". The evidence
is showing that we are facing a pandemic of vaccinated people Llling hospitals because between ADE and the weakness of the
immune system caused by vaccines. A study from the Francis Crick Institute in the UK found that PLzer-BioNTech's Wuhan
coronavirus vaccine kills T cells and weakens the immune system.
www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conLrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..  

People die, not from Covid, they are vaccines and previous pathologies the result of FDA dietary patterns in tune with the junk food
agri-food industries that cause obesity and associated diseases. Yes, the vaccinated are transmitting the spike protein, it is not
surprising that the contaminated blood of a vaccinated person transmits the Spike protein with the consequences of weakness of
the immune system and ADE that can cause multiple damages as reported in the video.
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Thanks Ana Maria, beautiful phrase, we need it: "May Saint Hildegard continue to watch over Dr. Mercola, and may God have mercy
on the clumsiness of despotic leaders" Dr Mercola is a huge advocate for bone broth. In one article he says: Bone broth has a long
history of medicinal use. Traditionally, it has been linked to the healing of the gut and many modern diseases seem to have their
roots in intestinal dysfunction. Digestive and joint problems, in particular, can be successfully treated using bone broth; it really is a
critical component of a healing diet regardless of your problem.

Bone broth is also a basic remedy for illnesses like the iu and cold. Canned and processed soups will not work as well as their
homemade versions. To make a good beef broth, several types of bones are needed: knuckle and leg bones give large amounts of
gelatin to the broth, bone marrow bones provide the particular iavor and nutrients of marrow and ribs and shanks. they add color
and iavor. Grass-fed bones work better: cartilage melts faster, and the smell and taste are delicious. In the link:
articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/09/09/caldo-de-hue..
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Thanks my friend OTIS, yesterday I had the opportunity to read your suggestion and it seemed very desirable to know the status of
the lawsuits made against those who are poisoning people with false vaccines and want to create a more evil and tyrant state than
the one now have. Many people are demonstrating against the medical and political tyranny of many governments that are led by the
Pharmaceutical MaLa and the globalist elite who want to implement the Great Reset. Mandatory "vaccinations" and immunity
passports are a true crime against humanity and a total loss of freedom.

I update this information: [UPDATE: as of 1pm ET on 10/8 over 11,400 doctors & scientists have signed the Rome Declaration.
Please join us by reading and signing below.] We the physicians of the world, united and loyal to the Hippocratic Oath, recognizing
the profession of medicine as we know it is at a crossroad, are compelled to declare the following;
doctorsandscientistsdeclaration.org  ~ www.thedesertreview.com/news/thousands-of-medical-professionals-declar..
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Thanks Guillermo for highlighting it ... and for remembering the bone broth! "May Saint Hildegard continue to watch over Dr. Mercola,
and may God have mercy on the clumsiness of despotic leaders" is not just a phrase, but a prayer that we can say to God so that it is
Himself who performs the exaltation of Dr. Mercola in the sight of all, and the conversion of error to the enemies of truth. That
nothing else is what we alrm when we come to realize that God's Justice is the same as His Mercy.  It is not that dilcult to
understand (from faith, at least) that we are absolutely all on our way!
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Guillermou, you wrote:  "There can be no meaningful democracy if there is only one source of information managed centrally and
under tyrannical control." With that I have to say (exclamation) UGH!!!!  Please ,please let's write en masse to CNN, raising the voice
of objection and of reason therewith. We should slam them down (well, almost) with message after message, voicing where they are
out of line with the law (stalking,  harrassment, fourth amendment, Lrst amendment, 14th amendment equal protection under the
law, installing dictatorship and actively working to that end, fanning the iames of mass fear based on cognitive distortions, aiding
and abeting the breaking of the economy, suicides, homelessness, parked cargo ships, more!)

In short, it is CNN, Not Dr Mercola, who are enemies of the state! Going up against the true Lgures of deaths from vaccines and
extraordinary medical maiming, they are the ones who are spreading misinformation and as Thomas Renz Esq said, they are actively
covering up murder! They are the ones who are guilty of exactly what they say others are guilty of! Aren't shadow projections just
amazingly accurate? Wow wow, turn the tables right back onto them...it's accurate, and it's true!!! Spell it out in print, and in itemized
detail what they are guilty of, and let it be fodder for their public shame and also, for lawsuit material! Please lets' do so in droves!
(And don't forget to use your VPN!) Thank you all! Best wishes.....
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A deLnite script, written up and given to Anderson, who delivers it like a robot. Talk about hate and lies! And to think that I ever watched
mainstream media and any of these fools. No TV, no more BS. Vive Mercola! xoxooxoxo
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I stopped watching ALL the network "news" programs MANY YEARS ago. Then I even stopped watching the local "news" programs
after that. Especially when the nightly covid programs came on (1st national then local). So tired of the fake news lying about covid
and other stuff!
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Yes, Laura, hatred and lies promoted by CNN manipulated by the deep state. The hope is that it will be the unvaccinated who will be
recognized for their wise decision not to receive the biological weapon of disease and death. Many have lost their jobs to defend
freedom, others inject the poison, but they defend the right to decide. A Washington State Police Olcer posted a viral video on
TikTok stating, "Even though I am fully vaccinated, I will defend the right to choose!"

After spending 23 years in the US military and ten more as a police olcer, Deputy Bailey of the King County Sheriff's Department is
handing over his badge. "I'm done," he told his followers. “I think after all the things we've been through (the underfunding, the hatred,
the demotivation of the cops, all the things they put us through, I kept going to work every day motivated and ready to do my job. "It
is more important than ever for the people of the world to stop listening to the globalist and divisive media and come together in
favor of personal freedoms. www.infowars.com/posts/vaccinated-people-beginning-to-side-with-the-un..
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So powerful, Gui, thank you, thank you, I needed that. People burning their green passes in Italy... so moving. xoxoxo
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I trust Dr. Mercola much more than that idiot so-called "dr" fauXi and the fda and cdc and AVERY other gubbermint agency about c v 1 9
information. When they all tell us that NATURAL IMMUNITY doesn't exist with c v 1 9 they are LYING big time. They want TOTAL CONTROL
over our lives. I won't give it to them!
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Faux foe faux-see?
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What I see in this work by CNN is far more than just lies about the medical facts. It is much more far-reaching. They and the
complicit media at large, are aiding and abetting the installation of dictatorship, which goes way beyond censorship alone. In fact,
the censorship is only the Lrst baby step. Does it ever occur to the reporters and higherups that THEY Will be impacted by
censorship and dictatorship? Do they know what it is like to live in an oppressive regime? Evidently they are Very Ignorant.

Further, they confess pure and really shameful ignorance when asking the question why Dr Mercola says that the vaccines don't
prevent the spread of the disease. They glibly quote the CDC in saying that the "vaccines" are "Safe and effective". But they have not
so much as bothered to look at the vaccine manufacturer's own handouts! Originally, the handouts said that the "vaccines" don't
prevent the spread of the disease. Later, they revised them to say that they "may" prevent illness but "may not prevent it for
everybody". So what's the difference? Research, CNN? Reliable reporting?

To me, it  remains a very deep turn-off to engage in small-minded hen-pecking gossip, slander, bullying, and to openly call for
censorship in The Land of the Free where soldiers have died, in vain, to allegedly defend our freedoms. CNN"s unabashed public bad
behavior, is just beyond stomach-turning. CNN might consider their own public image and credibility, now just severely shredded and
trashed. I will never watch CNN, that's for sure, given this horrible mentality, gossiping and slashing/slandering, then calling itself
"news" ! Yuck.
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IMPORTANT! WHO wants absolute authority in global public health. Alain Berset at the forefront.
lilianeheldkhawam.com/2021/10/11/important-loms-veut-lautorite-absolue..  In his opening speech at the 74th World Health
Assembly, which brings together the 194 members of the World Health Organization (WHO), the Federal Councilor called for
attributing to it 'sulcient powers' and a sustainable Lnancing. Especially for the emergency program in the face of situations such
as the pandemic.

Switzerland wants the WHO to be strengthened. It supports in particular the scenario of a treaty against pandemics, launched by the
EU, to better anticipate the next one. "We have often been overwhelmed," said the Federal Councilor. 'We can all do better'.
www.rfj.ch/rfj/Actualite/Suisse/La-Suisse-olcialise-un-accord-avec-l..  Video of the RTS here: https: /
/www.rts.ch/play/tv/redirect/detail/12222855 ~ www.rts.ch/.../-
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CNN and the media, have absolutely NO business working to install a new dictatorship here in the so-called Land of the Free. And
free speech is written into the Lrst amendment for very important reason. To outright request censorship is a shocking level of
ignorance and brash disregard for the law and for the source they are trying to undo. They have no right, legally or morally, to so
much as attempt such a thing. With the media fanning the iames of hysteria they have been causal to the lockdowns of the WELL
and sick alike (without the media the governors would never made this unprecedented power move), the economy would thrive,
there would not be the lockdown-related suicides and loneliness, we would not have worker shortages, etc.....

The media absolutely is BEGGING to be sued, class action, and left and right, and upside down, and inside out. Keep them so busy in
court that they have no time to cause any trouble!!! Eventually, there will be a judge on our side and eventually, we will win. Quite
frankly, given their causal role in suicides and economic drop, individuals within the media need to be permanently imprisoned, not
merely sued.
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........."Now, if your risk of dying from COVID-19 is near zero, even if the injection is 100% effective at preventing death, you're not getting any
beneLt since you weren't at risk of dying in the Lrst place."....... Let's assume there is some beneLt. Would you rather catch Covid one time
and have immunity for life or go to a clinic every 6 months (possibly every 3 months) for booster shots that you don't know will be harmful
long term or not?  We've already witnessed the short term side effects!

These mRNA vaccines only attack one speciLc protein on the Sars-Cov-2 virus. That opens Pandora's box for mutations (variants) like
Delta. When these mutations occur  your antibodies no longer can neutralize the virus. The virus then enters the cell and replicates easier
because the antibodies attached to it can't neutralize it. These antibodies ENHANCE the entry into the cell (Antibody Dependent
Enhancement). If you get infected with the live virus you might get sick, but eventually your body will begin producing neutralizing
antibodies for ALL of the proteins in that virus. If any one protein mutates, your body still has antibodies that recognize and attacks the
other dozen+ proteins on the virus. That's why most people over age 30 never get sick from the iu again. They've already contracted every
iu strain on the planet by that age. So iu vaccination after age 30 is useless?

Bottom line is that the CDC, FDA, and NIH know all of this. Their intentions are to create more variants with these mRNA vaccines so they
can keep the pandemic-fear-porn going and keep jabbing everyone every 6 months. If they're lucky, they will have to create vaccines for all
the variants.
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Well said, jamNjim, we cannot admit a "vaccine" that weakens the immune system, creates ADE, also called a "hyper-iniammatory
response" to subsequent infections, and encourages new variants to promote more "vaccine." The evidence is showing that we are
facing a pandemic of vaccinated people that Lll hospitals because between ADE and the weakness of the immune system caused by
vaccines, people die. It is not the Covid, it is the vaccines and previous pathologies the result of dietary patterns of the FDA in tune
with the junk food agri-food industries that cause obesity and associated diseases.

New data from the Department of Defense shows that we are actually facing a pandemic of fully vaccinated people, accounting for
at least 70 percent of all new Wuhan coronavirus infections. PENTAGON DATA ANALYSIS SHOWS ANTIBODY DEPENDENT
ENHANCEMENT WORSENS OVER TIME www.brighteon.com/57e6be00-ee45-4948-916a-77cf0291abf1  In addition to ADE, we have
that "vaccines" weaken the immune system. A study from the Francis Crick Institute in the UK has found that PLzer-BioNTech's
Wuhan coronavirus vaccine kills T cells and weakens the immune system.
www.infowars.com/posts/studies-conLrm-covid-injections-destroy-t-cell..
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JamNJim, you are speaking a profound truth! Namely, that nature is very wise, and knows exactly what to do. That is why nature
created us with Multiple Parts to our immune system, with each cell type, and the organ mucosal barriers, all acting in a different
way from each other.  In the plant world, it is very similar. Plants offer Multiple compounds that address a virus or bacteria in Many
different ways, unlike antibiotics which have One chemical...hence,  bug mutation!

Hasn't BigPharma learned, and hasn't society had enough already of bug mutations, caused by BigPharma's own drugs? Why do
people continue to hold so much blind faith? So now we get not only BUG MUTATION but IMMUNE MUTATION INTERACTIVELY!!!
Whoa!! is this even smart? Consider the EVOLUTIONARY AND HEREDITARY point of view when the Immune System is GENETICALLY
MODIFIED!  The power of brainwashing is incredible.

"Oh but herbs are not strong enough" if  only people knew that the *mechanisms* by which they work are very different from the
antibiotic and vaccine model. See? People make assumptions, and fully believe them, Unresearched. I used to think the same way
fyi, until I studied phytotherapy with someone who really knows his stuff just incredibly! Herbs and nutrients "know" that to kill bugs
is to cause them to mutate! Most herbs, with only few exceptions like grapefruit seed extract and garlic, don't do that.

Instead, they call the immune system into action, cause bugs to lose their clinging power to organs, they bind them so they can't
enter the cells and can't replicate, cranberry causes E Coli to lose its grip on the bladder and be washed away in the urine. If
supplements do kill bugs, they don't scramble the bug DNA which causes mutation! The truth is that when they are expertly
formulated, based on varied actions, herbs/supplements can be VERY effective! DRUMROLL! Vaccines are not The SOLE solution!
Knowledge is power! This could change society from panic to calm, dictatorship to freedom.
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Yes indeed! where is their evidence? We have heard ad nauseum in our careers about the importance of evidence/data based medicine. A
tenet which Joe Mercola follows rigorously from what I see. And he never neglects to point out when something is an OPINION. Indeed, the
quality of his output and that of Ronnie Cummins is breathtaking. Yet somehow the mainstream gets away with repeating the "safe and
effective" mantra without any evidence.Keep going Joe and Ronnie, we need you in these desperate times. Thanks also to the trusted
commentators on this site.
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Agreed!!!
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Yes, a great admiration for Ronnie Cummins who has always defended true science, which began by denouncing Monsanto. Here he
denounced Lve reports and studies, published in the last two months, that blast huge holes in Monsanto's "solid science" history.
Reports of everything from Monsanto's Roundup causing disease, contrary to industry claims, Roundup persists for years, polluting
soil, air and water. And by the way, no, GM crops will not feed the world, nor have they reduced the use of herbicides and pesticides.
www.globalresearch.ca/5-reasons-monsantos-science-doesnt-add-up/537244..
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"Safe and effective mantra without any evidence" that' s the understatement of our current time! In fact, there is clear and present
evidence that they are very unsafe and very ineffective! Talk about misinformation! CNN is guilty, in spades, of exactly what they
accuse others of. Given the fear mantras, the needless deaths for lack of HCQ/ivermectin/Zinc/vit D, and the tragic deaths from the
vaccines and many medically maimed, it is clearly CNN and the media who are the Enemy of the State! Good lord! It's time to turn the
tables.
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That would be expected from the Communist News Network (CNN). Furthermore, look at what the DOJ/FBI are doing to our First
Amendment right of free speech by attacking parents and everyday citizens protesting against CRT at local school board meetings and
labeling them as domestic terrorists. I know what domestic terrorists are, but they are not everyday citizens and parents concerned about
their schoolchildren being brainwashed with the racist CRT propaganda. Totalitarianists have taken control of our government and our lives,
which we must oppose and Lght back. They cannot throw everyone in prison. Wait till they start executing people. We all must stand up and
Lght the evil forces of totalitarianism.
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RobertTUda, I am right with you! Thank you for saying everything you said. You are point on accurate! It's not "only" about health, it's
about freedom itself. Without such freedom, we will no longer be discussing the topic of health, and of natural health, both alike.And
 what you say of them executing people is NOT just a fear ruse.This is exactly what dictatorship does to control its people! It's a sick
bullies/murderer's game for proLt, based on which they want power and control! I have seen dictatorship in action and have talked to
people from that regime, and know what I am talking about! Clearly you do too Robert. Thank you!
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HAHA! Gotta remember that one...CNN=Communist News Network! Your statement is spot on even with the comedy.
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The CEO of the Center for Countering Digital Hate is Imran Ahmed. He is the one-time publicity agent for UK Member of Parliament, Angela
Eagle. On the 12th July 2016, the day before she mounted a challenge for the leadership of the UK Labour Party, it was splashed across
over a dozen national newspapers that a brick had been hurled through Angela Eagle’s constituency olce window. The timing was perfect
to smear "Jeremy Corbyn supporters" as being responsible. Six months later, the police found that no brick had been thrown, but it was too
late and the damage had been done. The fake news story about the brick originated from Imran Ahmed. I'm local to the incident and my
investigations pointed to an inside job. How ironic that pure hatred can originate from a source claiming to be a tonic for the problem. More
here: wirralinittogether.blog/2021/09/29/breaking-news-brickgate-angela-eagl..
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Thank you for this @PaulCardin. I have been trying to Lnd out for a while where he sprang from as he'd been, hitherto, unheard of.
Now that I know, I'm not surprised.
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In this article "AP ARTICLE FILLED WITH OUTRIGHT LIES & AD HOMINEM ATTACKS". By Ty & Charlene Bollinger. Imran Ahmed, the
executive director, of the CCDH would like people who disagree with him to be imprisoned under anti-terrorism legislation. In the
summer of 2020, he declared: “I would go beyond calling the anti-vaccine conspiracy theorists to say that they are an extremist
group that poses a risk to national security." Ahmed's desire to see the 'anti-vaccines' jailed for disagreeing with him, Ahmed's irony
brimming with rather staggering levels of hatred would be hilarious.

The CCDH itself is actually one of the main providers of vaccine propaganda and misinformation. Like many propagandists before
them, they engage in inaccurate, empty generalizations in an attempt to convince the masses that anyone who ever asks any
vaccine must be an "anti-vaxx, foil hat, looney, theorist." conspiracy ”, which is driven by hatred and is therefore an extremist who
threatens public health. The CCDH itself has been identiLed as a "hate group" by an OffGuadian journalist, who claimed that the
CCDH "... meets the deLnition of the Commission for the Fight Against Extremism of so-called hateful extremists."

The public deception is now taking place on a massive scale, and appears to be organized by a major public relations Lrm called
Publicis Groupe, which describes itself as "one of the largest communication groups in the world," which has manipulated what
people think about trading products for nearly a century.
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NewsGuard received a large portion of its seed capital from Publicis (which represents most of the world's major pharmaceutical
companies) and since much of its revenue comes from the pharmaceutical industry, it is not unreasonable to assume that Publicis
could iniuence the " equity "from NewsGuard. ", As they rate the websites of Pharma's competitors, such as" anti-vaxx "websites.
NewsGuard's health-related service called HealthGuard is also associated with an organization calling itself the Center to Fight
Digital Hate (CCDH), thetruthaboutvaccines.com/ap-article-lies
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PaulCardin, I read that Keir Starmer has has had two meetings with CCDH. No surprise, but what a shtty choice we have at the next
general election. Sometimes when commenting at The Independent  I Lrst 'welcome' 'members of CCDH and anyone else posing as
genuine commenters' to see who it riles  ;-)
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Paul, Very interesting, thank you for the information.
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I can’t stand that soy boy Anderson Cooper. He thinks he’s so smart. Look at the way he lives his life. No morals, he’s a liar. He and his
coworkers will have a lot to answer for someday
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In the UK, "the Government released another consultation into Covid passports – this time, on how a mandatory Covid passport scheme
should work.  This comes despite the Government’s claims that they are not going to impose Covid IDs and they are merely a ‘Plan B’
reserve policy.  The consultation is not designed to genuinely seek views on whether Covid passports should be imposed or not, in our view,
but to garner statistical support for the Government’s pre-existing plans for a mandatory scheme. Nevertheless, we would encourage
everyone to take part. With our help, it can take just 2 minutes to share your views."

GUIDANCE FOR RESPONDING (IN 2 MINUTES!) TO THE GOVERNMENT’S NEW CONSULTATION ON COVID PASSPORTS - Note: You don't
have to provide an answer to many of these leading questions bigbrotherwatch.org.uk/2021/09/guidance-for-responding-in-2-minutes-to..
 and the link for the consultation  consultations.dhsc.gov.uk/61497f68de8e5f098521be3a  The CLOSING DATE is today.
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"We are only locking down to keep the hospitals from being iooded."  Goal posts have been shifting for last 1.5 years... and counting.
 It is clear "the risk", negligible as it is, is just the excuse.
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Thanks Maritt. If someone needs immunity passports, they are the vaccinated, because they spread covid-19 and also transmit the
Spike protein. The mainstream news outlet BBC has accidentally admitted that at least 66 percent of conLrmed cases of the Wuhan
coronavirus (COVID-19) in the UK are vaccinated people. On September 24, the BBC published an article on the COVID-19 situation
in Wales. The article is titled "COVID-19 in Wales: One-third of positive cases are not vaccinated." It notes that only 13 percent of
COVID-19 cases that required hospitalization were not vaccinated. This means that the remaining 87 percent are partially or fully
vaccinated. thebluestateconservative.com/2021/10/04/bbc-nearly-13-of-hospital-pati..  

Two-thirds of COVID-related deaths are among those vaccinated. The article also reports that the actual number of hospitalized over
60 are not vaccinated, which undermines all the other facts in the article, but it should be. The goal is to vaccinate more people, even
if they still end up sick, in the hospital or dead. granitegrok.com/blog/2021/08/uk-report-vaccinated-account-for-two-thir..
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Guillermou, Australia basically had no pandemic. It was about this time in 2020 that they were having near zero cases. Immediately
after they started their vaccine rollout they began to see a spike in cases. Just look at the graph for "New Daily
Cases".www.worldometers.info/.../australia   Six months after their vaccine rollout they have the most new daily cases EVER! They
are breaking records! This is a clear sign of ADE. It doesn't get more blatantly obvious than this. Look at their Sept/Oct/Nov 2020
daily new cases. It is ZERO! They had the virus whipped. Now they vaccinate everyone and they have nothing but skyrocketing new
daily cases! You can't make this up.
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Marritt, Oh I wish I had known about this earlier. I would have said exactly the same as you. Scotland has already approved a vaccine
passport- but Nicola Sturgeon is calling it a Health Card and its for night clubs and other venues etc. No doubt she will extend that
as her ego is such she desires the power to control.
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It doesn't matter WHO is right or WHO is wrong or WHO is misinformed, what they're doing here is criminal. I can write the biggest bunch of
nonsense since time began and if I want to publish it, and sell it, I can.  (um....thinking of George Orwell 1984-maybe not, huh?)     CNN
asking Dr. Mercola to have a chance to speak and then twisting the question in such a way that he cannot possibly answer it unless
conLrming "their"  condemnation is NOT giving him a chance to speak.   This is true no matter what you think of Mercola or his practices or
ideas.   He is being stalked.
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BRAVO!!! Well said! Dr Mercola is being stalked, and harrassed, and they are trying to take away his right livelihood, his educational
outreach....criminal, just criminal. And an unconstitutional assault on free speech, and on the right to equal protection under the law!
Put CNN into the Public Hall of Shame!
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I'm just going to say it - with the citizens of the US seeming to not mind censorship or barbarian mandates on a shot with no evidence it's
safe AND effective ... book burning and the closing down of all natural health sites will probably come next.  The FBI forcing a raw milk co
op to pour out 800 gallons of pristine milk without bothering to test it or anything, told me people are out there ready to take down natural
health anyway they can.   The man who ran a bakery not far from me, he sold raw milk.  He explained that raw milk was Llled with so much
good bacteria, bad bacteria couldn't thrive.  Let's homogenize it - blowing the fat particles out of milk means it lands in our bodies like glue,
Llling our veins.  No no no.  Then we pasteurize it - killing it the rest of the way - now you have a milk with the potential to go bad.  Yuck.
 Milk is just blood without the red corpuscles.   Ya, not too appetizing. lol

I swear it was John Ashcroft (but I could be wrong) who said Americans don't actually have the 'right' to good health.  Maybe that's why
we've become an experiment.  I'm sure there's obesity caused by other things, but the main driver I've seen is GMOs ...  I wonder what year it
was that I started feeling like we were being experimented on.  I started calling us the United States of the Guinea Pigs.   And now this open
experiment with these shots.  Oh hale no!  But this weekend I am with a lady who had her booster in the left arm (PLzer) and the iu shot in
the right arm ... the iu shot never makes her sick, but this time it did.   She got them three days ago.  Yup.  Not a good situation.  Thank God
 it's going to be a nice weekend because I'll be in the open air sunroom keeping myself safe from all this.   Of course the conversation
turned to vaccine last night, and then it went political - if they only knew the vaccine Trump was working on is not the same vaccine that's
out there now.   I trust the scientist who told me this, but wish I had the link.
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I'd raise my glass to you, but the damned thing is Llled with roundup.  AMEN to what you said, however, right name or not, the
meaning is clear as a bell.  Thanks.
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The VAERS data on the iu shot for 2021 shows over 84,000 deaths so far. The iu shot for the past 3 years (2018-2020) combined
only killed 300 people. They obviously changed the iu shot in 2021.
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Yes, Tracy, instead of promoting healthy eating, the FDA is shrouded in a past of corruption. The FDA promotes GMOs, which
together with gluten create intestinal dysfunction and many pathologies. The FDA carries out its historic mission to approve harmful
and ineffective drugs. Drug and food approval processes are under the corrupt management of the FDA, but the billions spent
promoting them result in the "Reverse BeneLt Law": the more diluted its beneLts become, but the more generalized its risks become.
Of damage. The link is very signiLcant www.outsourcing-pharma.com/Article/2005/05/30/Whistleblowers-reveal-FD..  (2019)

Fauci's push for vaccine mandates is criminal: “The Pentagon, the colleges, the universities and even the major workplace
organizations, the big corporations can say, this is it. If you want to work for us, you have to be vaccinated, ”said Fauci. The
escalation imposed by Biden and Fauci continues to threaten basic civil liberties and bodily autonomy rights. Now they want to
impose reinforcements every FIVE months. This biological weapon that replicates in human cells and causes serious immediate and
future damage, is based on the same research that Fauci participated, about which he lied for more than a year.
newstarget.com/2021-08-30-fauci-considering-booster-shots-every-Lve-m..  (08/30/2021)
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Lovestosing, you are right and also the FDA as best I recall, once said that we have no right to our own personal health freedom, if I
recall correctly (my memory could be slightly inaccurate, but it was in that same gyst). The FDA has LONG Been trying to dismantle
natural health. I want to see the natural health industry peaceably Lghting back. It's very long overdue. I am so glad that they won by
landslides when suing Quackbusters for slander of the natural health industry and its individual doctors. It's time for wayyy more.
Dictatorship is at hand, it's not funny.

As for raw milk, accurately called fresh milk or in the article below, Real Milk, we had quite an experience once when we deliberately
soured the milk to make cottage cheese and yogurt. The fresh milk was sweet and delicate, a lovely custard, whereas the
pasteurized/homogenized tasted quite putred!!! The health impacts are clear, when looking at this true story of a study of two calves,
one fed its own mother's fresh milk and the other, bottle fed with the pasteurized/homogenized gunk. Check out the health
comparisons both written and photographic, it's stunning, you won't believe it!
thebovine.wordpress.com/2010/06/04/the-tale-of-two-calves-one-calf-got..
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Jenjen- thanks!  And cheers with my glass of iuoride!  Ugh!  Isn't it incredible when one Lgures out their country is a basket of
experiments - I mean, when are they going to hand out radiation protein shakes?  Oh wait, they already did that and all the children
died.  Let's do it with a "vaxx" this time.  I was told LAST NIGHT that the antibodies from moms with covid shots are reaching the
babies.  And of course she knew nothing about the miscarriages or spontaneous abortions.  My oh my, isn't our censored news so
thorough?  

Ray - Holy crap, so the slaughter continues?  Or is it in combination with the covid shot that is making the iu shot more deadly???
 What are they doing to us?

Thank you Gui, thank you for the links!!!  Agreed on the gluten issues with GMO wheat - and we shouldn't even talk about corn!  We're
poisoning our source for life.  What are they thinking?

Mirandola - see, that must have come from the same place - surprise surprise!!!  Right?  The FDA takes care of deep pockets.  Same
as the EPA.  

The generation rising up is not going to tolerate this, and maybe they know??? Is this the reason their intent would be to stop it?  A
lot of things are changing right now - society is not quiet, not taking it, and not settling.  Why they're silent about this is
dumbfounding to me. Of course, when we Lrst heard of covid, we thought the end of the world had come.  So where did those Lrst
cases making people feel like their lungs had glass in them - where did those cases come from and where did they go?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 9:41:29 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lovestosing, the FDA and the government short-sightedly forget that as a collective, We the People have deep pockets. I recall in the
70s, when population numbers were not as large as now, that funding for the National Endowment for the Arts was cut back. It was a
56 miillion dollar tax paid fund, costing the citizens 26 cents per year! That meant, back then, that 2 cents pooled together
collectively to 2 million dollars...for each and every penny paid by our collective Federal taxes! Think of what it must be now! We are
not big payers, eh? Well if that is not enough for them, they also need to be reminded of something. Which is, that the Constitution
did not ever say, that this is a Government Of the Corporations, By the Corporations and For the Corporations. Neither did it say that
it is a COnstitution of The Bottom Line. In fact, it said from the beginning, that this is a Government Of/By/For the People! Hold them
to it! We PAY our taxes for this cause! Soldiers have DIED ...in vain...allegedly for this cause! Enough already! No nonsense tolerated!
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I.M5384
Joined On 7/21/2013 6:41:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keeping it short w/ analogies.... CNN's Question: Why did Chelsea Green publish a book so full of misinformation?  < ------ Attempting to
even answer these types of questions is in a round about way of getting one to admit the questioner is accurate in their claim.  IE:  When
did you stop kicking your dog?   Anything other than a date / time to that question could cause the questioner to claim ''we not ask if kicked
your dog''. We asked why you publish a book so full of misinformation?  A loaded situation. On the other hand, if ''ONLY A DRUG CAN
PREVENT OR CURE'' type laws are mentioned, that could cause the book to legally be mis-info but still truth.  This is almost as bad as the
Lewinsky or OJ trials.
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No_127_0_0_1
Joined On 12/3/2015 2:19:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, you are a hero. My heart bleeds seeing how much the evil side has been Lghting you, for the sole reason that you speak the
truth and care about people, true health and real Science. Your knowledge is top notch and every single one of your books, articles and
products has been mind blowing awesome. I send you and your family a big hug, and a huge thank you for all you do. We love you and we
are so very grateful for all your work spreading truth and knowledge.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hit and run. CNN is not interested in the facts, not interested in debate. We used to have some concept of every news issue having two
sides and being allowed equal representation. Those days are gone. Will we ever get them back? Only if we can evolve a news system that
is not dependent on advertising. The funny thing, or not, is that everybody knows our news is crap, full of lies, corporate sponsors and
iniuence.

But most people have little time to look for alternatives, and every alternative source is made to look like a crackpot by the "olcial news".
Even when the news is clearly proven to be nonsense, the spit sticks to the accused and the accuser just moved to the next game. But, CNN
has a direct link into the bedrooms of the nation. Some people had hope that sites like YouTube would give us freedom, but they've been
bought up by the biggest news and propaganda empire of them all - Goog-lies.  -- keep up the good Lght! We're with you Dr. Mercola. To
your health, Tracy
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Tracy, disinformation is what unites CNN and all the media that are ruled by the deep state. Vaccines save lives. "" Vaccines are
safe and effective. "" Vaccines will bring us back to normal. "" All eligible Americans should get vaccinated. "Americans have been
bombarded with this mantra 24/7 days of the week since experimental gene therapies, also known as "COVID vaccines," When the
media and top olcials turned a blind eye to worrying reports, and Big Tech began censoring all stories of people suffering adverse
reactions after being vaccinated, many practicing physicians began to speak up and sound the alarm. on shock safety.

The cruel attack that the globalist elites are carrying out with the great legacy of Dr. Mercola who is informing together with leading
scientists the truth of this false pandemic and the intentions of implanting a tyrant state has no possible deLnition. Senator
Elizabeth Warren wants to abolish the First Amendment, she wants to suppress the right to freedom of expression relying on a
discredited report from the Center for the Lght against digital hatred and her own beliefs that she is not even a doctor. She is
iniuenced by the interests of the globalist elites who obey a fascist state.

It is about marginalizing the knowledge based on true science that Dr. Mercola is offering to humanity. It is about attacking those
who believe in freedom. It is about establishing a news network commanded by the state, as Dr. Mercola has manifested "the truth of
the state" a deep state full of interests by a devastating technocracy.
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With regard to the press, here is the statement  that John Swenton a preeminent journalist made at a press club dinner in his honor.
"There is not such thing, at this date of the world's history, in America, as an independent press. You know it and I know it. There is
not one of you who dares to write your honest opinions, and if you did, you know beforehand that it would never appear in print. I am
paid weekly for keeping my honest opinion out of the paper I am connected with. Others of you are paid similar salaries for similar
things, and any of you who would be so foolish as to write honest opinions would be out on the streets looking for another job.

“If I allowed my honest opinion to appear in one issue of my paper, before twenty-four  hours my occupation would be gone. The
business of the journalists is to destroy the truth , to lie outright, to pervert, to vilify, to fawn at the  at the feet of mammon, and to sell
his country and his race for his daily bread. You know it and I know it, and what folly is this toasting an independent press? We are
the tools and vassals of rich  men behind the scenes. We are the jumping Jacks, they pull the strings and we dance. Our talents, our
possibilities and our lives are all property of other men. We are intellectual prostitutes.”
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes alongo. The corporate press is not free press rather they are free-to-opPRESS, freedom-rePRESSers. Non-corporate press does
not exist and whenever or wherever it might attempt to come into existence it is soon snuffed out by the free-to-opPRESS on the
orders of their, always PRESSent sponsors. Succesful expression of freedom, as measured by Facebook, Twitter, and Google for
example, is a danger to be cut off, strangled, without any accusations, eliminating all possibility of defence. Mercola's book cannot
even be discussed openly in the opPRESS. Discussion might deter or delay the true goal, which is not freedom. To your health, Tracy
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KarinOakes
Joined On 2/8/2021 11:28:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear CNN, thanks for reminding me.  I wanted to buy a copy and then forgot, now you have brought it to my attention I have just bought.
 Thank you!
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Maritt
Joined On 12/14/2010 8:19:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always Lght for FREEDOM of SPEECH.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

....and for the health of humanity, we reject biological weapons falsely called "vaccines"
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chiaromc
Joined On 2/9/2019 12:32:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anderson Cooper is a Nobody. He has no expertise, no accomplishments, he offers nothing positive to this world.
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The only way to stop the most hypocritical news organization, now Biden's state media is TO SUE THEM FOR DEFAMATION. A few million
Dollars will do the trick. Please do this great service for the country, Dr Mercola
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Try a few billion dollars and put them out of business.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

sue for a lot more than defamation, alone! The media is causal to all of the misery we have been through for the last 1 1/2 years, and
they are trying for a lot more and worse (dictatorship), in the future. Sick people MUST be stopped! Dr Mercola, please sue class
action! It is just plain important, and could help the rest of us too! Agreed! Sue for billions, as RobertTUda suggested! Thank you for
all you are doing Dr Mercola! The truth will out, despite the censorship! We all will talk! Carry on!
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Wikihospitals
Joined On 8/4/2021 4:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've read your book, it's brilliant. As for these fake 'fact checkers' it turns out they are all on big pharma's payroll. In Australia it was recently
revealed that politicians had taken 65 million in bribes to push the PLzer vaccine, subsequently 6 NSW politicians resigned. The mRNA
vaccine deaths and injuries is just a terrible saga. The whole vaccine industry needs to be shut down. And Gates, Fauci, Schwab and Tedros
all need to spend the rest of their lives in prison.
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AndymAndym
Joined On 4/26/2016 7:07:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wikipedia lists Anderson Cooper as an alumnus of Schwab’s Young Global Leaders program. (Also Leonardo DiCaprio, Ashton
Kutcher, and Charlize Theron!)
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Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live in regional NSW,  I am aware of the resignations of 3 State politicians including the Premier, related to ICAC hearings.
 Interested to know about the 65million in bribes re PLzer vax and who the 6 politicians are who resigned?  DeLnitely not aware of
any MSM reports, could you please provide news source?
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Joined On 8/12/2016 8:50:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please, Everyone! Let’s all call our elected government olcials at the federal and state levels every day to protest against this censorship!
Let’s call other states after calling our own. We need to voice our dissent across the board. Explain how it’s detrimental to THEIR lives if we
allow censorship of Dr. Mercola and natural medicine in general. We need to unanimously sound the alarm by tying up their phone lines!!!
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree.  We have to stop being tribal and vote the best and most FREEDOM-Loving, Constitutional believing candidates in.  The
reason we have awful senators is because we are tribal and we do not research the votes we are about to cast.
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Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THIS VIDEO IS SHOCKING.  I don't know if anyone shared this yet, but it needs to be shared again.   It goes along with what Judy Mitovits
was saying along with Stephanie Seneff during the interview the Dr. Mercola.  To brieiy summarize, the tests show destruction of this
persons innate immunity due to the vaccine.  Including his t cells and CD8 interferon.  He now has all the markers of autoimmune disease.
 His tests show the before his Lrst shot,  and what happens after the 1st, then 2nd shots.
 www.bitchute.com/video/wOzprxASA2Yn/?fbclid=IwAR3YQC8m8SGP87sgjv5wA1vI..
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HOLY COW!!! Dr MERCOLA, AN ARTICLE FEATURING THIS BITCHUTE??? IT SHOWS HOW THE IMMUNE SYSTEM GOES
WHACKED-OUT BASED ON TESTING POST-FIRST AND SECOND "VACCINES". AAAK! EVERYBODY NEEDS TO SEE THIS!!! PLEASE
PASS IT ON TO YOUR DOCTORS (TO BREAK THEIR F'ING DENIAL AND COMPLICITY!), THE UNDERGROUND NEWS MEDIA THAT ARE
FRIENDLY, AND EMAIL IT WIDELY!!! REALLY IMPORTANT!!! THANK YOU ALL (SORRY FOR CAPS BUT MUST UNDERSCORE HOW
IMPORTANT NEP7624's POST IS! THIS BELONGS AT THE TOP OF THE FORUM, AND ALL OTHERS! THANK YOU NEP!!!)
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Want t Lght back?  Hit CNN where it hurts them the most, their advertisers.  Here is a list of CNN's advertisers with links.  Send them an
email telling them you don't appreciate them supporting and CNN's lies and pro death vaxx campaign.  Include a link to the above article
and this one as well - secularheretic.substack.com/.../death-by-covid-jabs-update-12
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designer56
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:02:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The publisher didn't cave in. Great job!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Doesn’t anyone else Lnd it odd that Mercola co-authored that book, yet NOBODY mentions Ronnie Cummins name on any of the hit pieces. I
guess all of his global warming talk has protected him from getting on their bad side.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

More than 250,000 copies sold? WOOHOO!!!
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TheOrage
Joined On 5/9/2009 9:12:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've just downloaded it on my kindle so thanks CNN for reminding me -  proving that all publicity even "bad publicity" is good publicity - but
particularly in CNN's case.  The thing is that the people who are likely to buy the book are the very ones who don't believe a thing CNN tells
them.  Well done Dr Mercola you have the bear roaring!  If they can't attack the substance of the book or any of the facts they revert to the
old trick of attacking the person.  I would love to see you sue them but it might be dilcult to prove you lost money because my guess is
more people will buy your book as a result of CNN's hit piece.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, TheOrage, they cannot combat the truths of Dr. Mercola because they know the science, they only manipulate with
misinformation, with tricks to try to convince people. CNN interviews Dr. Mercola and the answers always show the real science.
Then they only have to ally themselves with the deep state to sell the biological weapon that creates disease and death, stealing the
soul of the person.

CNN, Biden and Fauci are BigPharma's most loyal employees. CNN political analyst Julian Zelizer called for coronavirus vaccines
and vaccine passports to be mandatory in the U.S. Zelizer argued that President Biden, they were focusing too much on individual
rights rather than "the good of the collective ", and declared that the Americans should not see the vaccine" like an optional
inoculation ".

This is the tremendous punishment that some diabolical minds want to impose on humanity. They know that “vaccines are not the
solution, that in highly vaccinated countries, infections and deaths are growing. They know the only solution is natural immunity, but
their psycho mind now wants to vaccinate children. Time will tell the truth of these crimes against humanity.
edition.cnn.com/2021/07/07/opinions/its-time-to-mandate-vaccination-ze..
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micheal2651
Joined On 2/21/2008 6:50:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola ---I like the way you got   "CNN"  to promote your book, lol
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Its_All_Light
Joined On 3/29/2012 2:12:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've just given you and Ronnie Cummins an excellent reference for your book.  It really is a great book, with all sources and references, as I
would expect from you.  Try as they might, Fauci, pharma, Witty, Valance and all the other paid shills, cannot refute the science.  Their days
truly are numbered.   We will see the truth emerging soon as the lawsuits have already begun to be served.
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lel36357
Joined On 3/19/2015 5:50:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't mean to sound iippant, but they know they can't outsmart you.  Their only recourse is bullying.  And they love the thrill of feeling
"right" and the sense of being punitive.   (Dopamine highs)  Don't give them anything to focus upon for a while.   They use any information
as thrill seeking for their innate negativity.  And they are operating like a gang, a pack of thugs, each reinforcing the other based upon
nothing other than the sadistic pleasure of trying to lessen the importance of another person.
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maksim
Joined On 10/21/2006 4:12:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The fact CNN is chasing after dr Mercola shows they are fearful people will actually use the information to think for themselves and make
their own decisions. Thank you dr Mercola for being so courageous and brave in helping people know the truth about covid and the
vaccines. I really admire you!
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Heather Marsh
Joined On 5/17/2008 6:58:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here in Australia it has Lnally been in suggested in one of the news sources that natural immunity from recovering from a virus may be as
effective than that from a shot.   A few decades slow?    I'd hope that in time one should be able to get an Immunity CertiLcate for any virus
from which someone has recovered which would exempt them from having the 'corresponding' vaccine.  I have heard a large percentage of
the world's population has recovered from this latest virus and possibly many are not even aware they had it - they may think they had the
common cold.
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DavidMGus
Joined On 10/4/2021 4:48:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You and the others identiLed as "Misinformation Spreaders" need to Lle a lawsuit against CNN and others who make their claims, without
evidence. It is an essential part of preserving freedom of speech and getting the truth out to people.  Who knows...some sheep may
become thinkers.
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astragale
Joined On 9/18/2021 9:37:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there any more Orwellian organization than the *Centre for Countering Digital Hate*?   They should have the courage to call themselves
*The Centre for Censoring Every Bit of Dissent from The Narrative.*  On the MSM, many people are unaware that most of the US, EU & UK
press has signed up to the Trusted News Initiative (equally Orwellian). The TNI is pledged to push vaccines and suppress any
data/views/discussion which may *increase vaccine hesitancy*.
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Aubuck
Joined On 10/2/2021 1:41:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep up the great work Joe. Thankyou for Lghting for truth and freedom!!!!!
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason most of my brainwashed friends are brainwashed is their devotion to CNN, NPR, PBS.
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PaulPeek
Joined On 6/19/2006 11:45:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Propaganda and fake news at it's communistic best. Thank you Dr. Mercola for all you do. They actually must think we the people are stupid
and incapable of critical thinking. Good luck to all the sheeple out there that dutifully do what ever idiots like Anderson Cooper tell them to
do. Keep up the great work Dr. Mercola! BTW you look very healthy riding your bike.
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EllieKB
Joined On 9/7/2021 9:13:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dang I miss Walter Cronkite!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me too. Any time he said  something that was opinion he said so.   And I STILL remember, when he said the US can never win in
Vietnam. The President at the time - I think it was LBJ, said if we have lost Mr. Cronkite, we have lost the war.  I remember when he
came on - interrupting on CBS, that ....."The President of the United States,  John Fitzgerald Kennedy, died in Dallas Texas, 1:30PM,
Central Standard Time....." - I was walking to band practice in 7th grade, when the news came over the PA,, 2:30PM, Detroit time, and
my world changed, I lost my innocence at that hour.........    

And I remember too the great joy and pride in Mr. Cronkite's voice  - celebrated ALL over the world, in 1969, when the comms came
down from the moon, that the Eagle had landed.  And though I was a very young girl, I remember Edward R. Murrow, who took down
McCarthy,  Edward  R. Murrow, (also CBS) .... "Good Night, and  Good Luck...."  Ellie have we lived too long???.....  We thought we
would change the world in the 60's - the dawning  of the Age of Aquarius - instead the world has crushed us.     "And  that's  the way it
is..... " ~ Peace
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great news that CNN is still pushing the book!  The more who read it, the better.  Dr. Mercola's book is well written and stands on its own.
 Slitherin  COMMUNIST NEWS NETWORK is on the path to self-destruction; they are willing to do that to take down freedom.  That's why
they employ hateful Rockefellers like Cooper to attack truth.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Its a paraphrase from the old adage, no  PR is bad  PR. But let  their advertisers know that "book burnings" did not work  out so well
for the perpetrators in the courtroom in 1946. And you will not purchase from, support, or otherwise have anything to do with any
corporation, institution or entity, that supports it. Human history IS a pendulum
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mohair3
Joined On 8/31/2021 8:50:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hate to tell them this, but I decided on my own not to take the shot.  I bought your book because I support you and know that the book is
truthful.  I don't trust the medical establishment because for years I had an autoimmune disorder and they told me it was all in my head, so I
was on my own and still am because they really can't treat or cure an autoimmune disorder.  So who did I turn to for help, the natural
doctors.  In that same vein, the vaccine is not a cure.  It has long been known they cannot cure viruses yet they are pushing the vaccine.
 People still die with the iu and herpes is rampant. I'm sure there are many more I can't think of.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whenever doctors say that something is in one's head, it is a dead give-away that they simply don't know what is wrong, and/or that
something escapes their medical radar and their training. It is a cruel way to buff people off who are *genuinely* suffering. Shame
on those doctors, and kuddos to those who "get it" and offer solutions....that's usually, the naturopathic physicians! Go Lgure.
Addressing underlying causes (imagine that??) , cleansing, nourishing and strengthening the body and its systems, really works!
Maybe the mainstream paradigm of Going Up Against is Not the sole solution or even the whole story when it comes to health. In
fact, in many situations it may even backLre, read: Antibiotic bug resistance. And now, *vaccine-induced* mutations PLUS immune
mutation, both combined! OUCH! How smart is this?? Not very.....Time for people to have a think about this!
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN does a good job feeding the few sheep left keeping them following there tribal leaders  , Most have rose above there nonsense
propaganda knowing there working for the globalists out to destroy our freedom .
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le_berger_des_photons
Joined On 6/15/2021 12:26:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN must surely owe tons of money to the NWO,  the rothschilds, the rockefellers,  the vatican. Otherwise they surely would be able to see
that more and more of the public is trusting them less and less. It's good to see that the most powerful on the planet aren't smart enough to
stop cutting off their noses to spite their faces.
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anderson Cooper's mom is/a Vanderbilt Satanist... So, that's the scum bag doing the lying, for CNN, which is basically the propaganda side
of the CIA, yeah, that CIA, the Masonic coopted agency that has murdered sitting presidents, started false iag wars around the world, and
is engaged in a globalist coup and genocide of the world population. They have as much credibility as the bullets they Lred into JFK's
head... They're demonstrous murderers, nothing to see here...
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CIA is a Jesuit institution and all blame should be pointed where it belongs...at the Vatican!
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are all front people on CNN CIA stooges?
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CIA made a statement some  years ago that they now had embeds in  all the networks - I'm quite certain that now includes
everything on the net.   Never forget that the internet was developed by the DoD - it was "ARPANET"
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Sminkly
Joined On 5/5/2020 4:41:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I say TIME WILL TELL. Why are there so many inoculated people in the hospital also in intensive care.This should not be with this great
vaccine.Should it not be the other way all of us who do not want it because we are healthy and been healthy through this pandemic which is
going bananas for almost 2 years now.??????? Somehow all of us who followed DR.MERCOLAS advise for years doing so well. That would
really be a great world story for some of those fake MEDIA STATIONS AND THEIRE fake Teams. All I say is GOD HELP THEM the need it.
AMEN
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00
Joined On 6/21/2007 2:15:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Any advertising is good advertising... I'm betting Mercola's book realizes increased sales! I'm wondering though... do people really believe
that God's antibodies are inferior to PLzer's?
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interdog
Joined On 8/2/2015 8:51:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately like all mainstream news media, their mission is to echo and amplify the government message on every topic. I suppose it
can be understood if you consider the corporate ownership and where their interests lie. Also there are government agencies which have a
stanglehoold on journalists and editors. That being so, it is unlikely a talented journalist with principles and integrity would join them.
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cat6071
Joined On 5/28/2014 8:15:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m not going to be on here anymore....strike 2.  Now Mercola says that the shot is not good for everyone!!??   And he talks like the fake test
is a test.  What’s in the shot?  Does anyone know? So how can it be good for anyone?  I’m done.
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daikomyo
Joined On 7/25/2010 1:54:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am sorry this is happening to you Dr. Mercola and I thank you for standing up for all of us.  I have followed you and your advice for years
and have always found you to be truthful and thorough in your investigations and yes, I did buy your book.  Hopefully everyone that can, will
support you so that you can keep Lghting for us.
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quakes4
Joined On 3/1/2016 5:38:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anderson Cooper has gone from journalist to opinion show host to an opinion show host who just parrots the talking points of the left. The
desperation CNN, MSNBC and other far left wing media outlets are exhibiting is comical to say the least. By the way Anderson, Dr. Mercola
owes you a debt of gratitude for inadvertently promoting his book. But you people are too ignorant to see that.
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Dulcinea3
Joined On 6/17/2021 6:11:08 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mr Global has stolen the countries, goverments, msm, courts, money, our freedom, human rights. Battle will be long and Hard to establish
some New free World ruled by the People for People.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What we know as real journalism in the form of MSM is way past dead.  I receive more valuable information from commenters and their
links than anywhere else.  Kyle Young writing for the Secular Heretic also has excellent data.  Being a coward brings no rewards.  I thank
you, Dr. Mercola, for sticking to the Truth, no matter the cost!
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BhaktiLove
Joined On 8/17/2020 12:18:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are the best Mercola! They know it!!  We know it!!  Keep your spirits high! Truth and love always prevail!
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! I bought Dr. Mercola's recent book on Covid, and I highly recommend it. Thank you! -Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician now
retired)
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who cares about CNN?  Only die hard commie zombies listen to their garbage, lies and propaganda.
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sopricon
Joined On 6/2/2012 4:51:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lets think about how many times Anderson Coopers name has been mentioned on here today. That's what CNN and others want. Nothing
would make a debate more dull than if all agreed on everything so a bad guy has to always be in that number. "The Five" has four good ones
that believe like we do and one that is always pissing us off. Do they believe all they say? Probably not but that is what they are getting paid
to do and that having the other four telling them off brings in more watching and higher fees from advertisers.

 I thank Dr Mercola for this site where we can express and get off our chest things being done we disagree with.  He is a leader in thought
as well as print. One thing we overlook is that all on here or that read and agree but  don't comment much if at all are not followers but
stand besiders in front line position. Knowing just as much as Dr Mercola but are not expressing themselves for us like he is. That is the
mark of a leader. It also makes him the mark for bad comments, personal attacks and insults. Standing out front pointing the way like Dr.
Mercola does will always get you hated by far the most. He is knowingly taking the iack. Hope he keeps it up and pours more on.
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gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Who can interpret this FDA/CDC document on PCR procedure? It's technical. www.fda.gov/.../download
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BillWa
Joined On 8/16/2018 9:33:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry Dr. When you are a bad ass such as yourself, those that aren’t try to smear ya like a bug. Godspeed!
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Lord saved me when I started asking those sort of questions : - ).  Where's your proof? What mistakes?  Which 'lies'?  Which group
exactly claiming to be Christian is it that you so hate?  Why can't I turn on the television and even watch a stupid sitcom without hearing &
seeing blasphemy, & those truths I most hold dear mocked?  Who needs it, anyways?  I turned the thing off in 1998 mid-Friends episode,
canceled cable, & began reading & pursuing truth outside the box.  You can lay down a book, or click out of a window to check a reference
etc.  (And it didn't take long to Lgure out if it was the so-called 'liberals' or the so-called 'conservatives' who even bothered to GIVE a
reference the majority of the time, rather than just assuming I'd go with their 'Hollywood smile' and 'cool', & for the men, the cleavage &
thigh, shriekfest....sigh.  Fox took the dumper for that one.  I'd catch something online & wonder, 'How can people endure that?'
 ....especially women.  Totally non-informative waste of time. .....Not a fan of the Trumpster for class & presentation, either.  I always liked
Thomas Sowell, & guys like Dr. Mercola who just put it all out there.  Who has time for 6th grade 'besties' level slant like CNN puts out?  

Vanderbilt must have dropped Anderson on his head too many times!  And you could go down the line...with all their 'anchor' short-on-fact
lightweight script readers.  ABC, MSNBC ....I've thought for years that news anchor slots must go to rich folks' favored courtesans these
days, because we haven't seen real reporting for a long, long time.  You know, Cooper worked for the CIA before CNN....isn't it funny how
news agencies, Facebook, Google & all those things just happen to connect back to covert agencies, fat-cat banksters & corporatists:
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news agencies, Facebook, Google & all those things just happen to connect back to covert agencies, fat-cat banksters & corporatists:
political meddlers, certain families, & the military industrial complex? Kinda like covid and that stupid shot.
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Heather Marsh
Joined On 5/17/2008 6:58:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since my MS worsened I spend much of each day on Facebook, mostly to play pretend slot machines and chat.   At  one stage, any
comment concerning  almost any aspect of pro-active health received immediate attention from 'fact checkers'. After a while - because
they NEVER identify which parts are deemed misleading or inaccurate -  I started to add to the post that where fact checkers state some
information may be misleading it means that most or all of it is accurate.
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gloritrader
Joined On 5/19/2011 9:42:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recent talk by Dr. McCullough.  I love listening to him and all the true heroes. He’s already lost one job and one editorship because he has
spoken out with the truth.  He’s gotten warning letters threatening his medical license.  He doesn’t care; he said he’s willing to lose it all.  A
great talk, worth the time :  www.lifesitenews.com/news/were-in-the-middle-of-a-major-biological-cat..
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silviabart
Joined On 12/29/2011 3:23:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks a lot for giving us the facts. We trust what you tell us because we have gotten to know you over many years as a trustworthy,
knowledgeable and honest doctor who has given many millions of people free information on health etc. that has greatly beneLtted us.
Thank you again,  Dr. Mercola!
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mickey.dog
Joined On 8/2/2019 9:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I just want to say Dr. Mercola, I've been following you for quite a few years, I've enjoyed your articles and medical educational information.
 These people questioning your published information I Lnd quite ignorant!  If they know that what you're putting out is false them identify
it, else, shut their mouth.  If they can't help, don't hinder. I respect all the information and advice you publish and I will continue following
your posts...Thank You
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Ingab51
Joined On 12/22/2020 1:27:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci, Bill Gates, Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus* and a whole slew of other ‘players’ in the tragedy that is unfolding across the globe are
absolute vermin..  However, isn't it time for that really evil specimen - Klaus Schwab - to also be ‘outed’ for the truly despicable monster that
he is?  (I'm trying to think of which Ian Fleming character would best describe him).. And, with regard to all the doctors who are pushing the
jab:  how many of them are just plain uninformed as opposed to those who are all too cognisant of the damage these alleged vaccines are
doing?

If the medics who are promoting mass vaccination are truly aware of the toxic ingredients that make up these experimental jabs, aren’t they
just as guilty of ‘crimes against humanity’ as Fauci, Tedros et al? When are all the pending lawsuits about the COVID-19 ‘vaccines’ and the
dreadful people behind them going to hit the courts so that the MSM won’t be able to ignore them and will HAVE to start telling the truth?

* I looked up his bio on the WHO website;  on the surface, he seems eminently qualiLed for this position.  However, as I know from personal
experience, just because a person has academic qualiLcations up the ying-yang doesn’t mean that (a) they actually know their stuff (they
could merely be good at self PR & (b) they actually care about people. Look at all those horrible animal experimenters who couldn’t give a
iying rat’s a**e about the poor creatures they torture – all supposedly in the name of ‘science’ to help us humans live better lives.  Bah.
 Humbug..
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ingsb51, Well said
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dub4816
Joined On 10/10/2017 2:39:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The whole world somehow seems to be convinced that these vaccines must be administered to everyone.  Exactly how is it that all
countries and governments have gotten on board with this, to the extent that it seems that any information to the contrary must be
suppressed (and certainly must not be investigated or responded to)?  Every country seems to be completely on board.  The countries of
the world have never all been on the same page before, about anything!  So, how was that outcome achieved?  By what mechanism?  What's
really going on?  Rather than making attempts to never have this type of pandemic ever happen again, it seems that the promulgated
message is that we should expect more of the same, and to get used to vaccines, vaccines, vaccines, forever!
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Umearai
Joined On 2/10/2021 3:56:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At a loss for words at the ridiculousness of the CNN report in that video on Twitter. The fact that they edited mere seconds of Dr Mercola
looking away from the camera while talking about the " vaccines" has Bernay's written all over it. " Look, how distrustful he is, he cannot
even look you in the eye". Geez! Are people so gullible nowadays? And what is up with that freaky reporter with the black eyes or am I the
only one who sees that? Is that what they have planned for us all? Soulless and godless obedient trans-humans?

How right was Jesus Christ when he called out the accusers from among the Scribes and Pharisees? Clearly, these types are still around
and still doing what they do best: Lie, cheat, accuse, deiect and mostly divide and conquer. Also, I don't know about you but I'm adding to
my book shopping list all the books that CNN listed as spreading "lies". After all, 'lies' is the new word for Truth! I still stand strong, no tests,
no masks, no vaxx. For those who are Lnding it dilcult to resist the pressure of loved ones and society at large. Let us not lose faith. Let us
keep on keeping on. This is a battle for humanity and for all that we hold dear. Let us fear more the wrath of God for denying Him and
rejecting our Divine Inheritance in exchange for a "life" in an unwholesome society.
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resumeperfect1aim.com
Joined On 10/11/2021 2:38:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great book...Great lies being told against it.  They just can't disprove the science that has proven to be true.  poor CNNin' they are, of course,
towing the company line. Praying for more healthcare workers and those who see this for what it is.
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JMJ.Skandia
Joined On 3/25/2021 3:16:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey People, Don't support crookedamazon! Buy it on eBay!  You can use PayPal, and not have to give a credit card #. Don't trust or support
those buggers on AZ. Bless you Dr. Mercola for your bravery in a not-Brave New World. I call on the Angels constantly to bring Light, Love,
Harmony, and to help remove the scales from the eyes of good people who have been brainwashed.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

English Funeral Director Whistleblower:  www.bitchute.com/.../9DetdCPBz6FZ
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jintampa1
Joined On 8/23/2015 2:40:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola is the voice of reason.  He has been guiding us for many years now and I am personally grateful to him for his sound advice. My
health has improved since I started listening to what he has to say. Yes, I have your book and it's great! God bless you Dr M!
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jaypalmer
Joined On 8/19/2020 9:49:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you research Tiffany Dover the PLzer poster nurse who fainted on live TV after getting the jab and then a fact check blitz followed
saying she was ago yet her daily social media / instagram posts suddenly stopped and she's no where to be found. Did PLzer do a massive
clean up after a live murder?
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At one point I researched her, and found an obituary in her name. Then I researched further, could this be coincidentally, another
person with the same name? Unlikely, but worth a try, I thought. So I looked up her town on Mapquest and measured the distance to
the hospital where she worked. She lived, as best I recall, either a half hour or forty Lve minutes from the hospital where she worked.
And this person mentioned in the obituary, given that fact, may indeed and likely have been her! Again I no longer have the link ,but
please google it.

If it really was her, I want to say that to plant a look-alike and go right on with the advertizement is a SICKENING thing for the hospital
to do! Don't they have any remorse, any sadness for the loss of their beloved nurse? My god. This is criminal mentality if ever I saw it.
And further, these are the people we entrust with our lives, practicing so-called "medicine"! It's outright quackery and even murder.
How many people die from natural medicine? Promise: Very, very few. Very, very few. And if any, sooooo rarely. It's all "For the greater
good" then, eh?
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tyranny in Canada. Dr. Sherri Tenpenny interviews Canadian Doctor Dr. Patrick Phillips October 10, 2021.
www.bitchute.com/.../7RX5zU2LdUzB
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karsobo
Joined On 1/13/2010 12:09:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Just wanted to let you know I purchased your book and have already Lnished reading it.  My husband and I have been customers over the
last 15 years and have read many of your articles and books.  We stand by you 100% and there are many in our circle who stand by the
same.  We are leaving all the main media platforms and attempting to safeguard with other ones.   Thank you for your bravery and you are
not alone in this!
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shereejcampbell
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The book is awesome and so is Dr. Mercola. Those CNN reporters, as well as most of the others,  can't be that naive and stupid.
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nep7624
Joined On 2/22/2018 6:34:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree,  they can be that stupid.  I learned a lot of important things in my life.  Going from hating to be wrong to liking to be wrong,
because it leads to the most deepest learning, is number one on my list.  In my top 10 is never underestimate people's stupidity
because they still hate to be wrong.  The reasons are ego, intellectual cowardice, and some form of secondary gain, usually money,
and power.
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DavidJoseph1
Joined On 9/19/2021 4:00:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

nep7624.... "and some form of secondary gain, usually money, and power" is not always stupidity, but more often criminal.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

about the NWO from 2018 in-this-together.com/who-are-the-new-world-order-a-brief-history/
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why would anyone with a functioning brain cell pay any heed to the scripted words of the spawn of a Gotham socialite who doubtlessly got
his "gig" for the "eyeballs" or "clicks" he could generate?   Viewers of Cooper should appreciate the exquisite distinction he draws with "false
propaganda."    When the word "propaganda" was originally devised by the Catholic Church, it had a different purpose and meaning.  
Propaganda today has taken on a more ominous meaning.  So, what's the distinction between "false" and "true" propaganda?
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

recommend read about George Orwell's book 1984: www.sparknotes.com/.../quotes
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car60494
Joined On 3/3/2018 5:54:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN and the talking heads only voice their opinions and they are wrong about you.  They have fallen prey into the hands of corrupt men.  Dr.
Mercola you are the best.  My family and extended friends support you 100 percent.  You have helped us so much over the years.  We love
you and ask that you would continue to keep your head held high.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

additional read from Oct 2012: www.investmentwatchblog.com/how-the-media-controls-the-narrative-that-..  ~
www.ted.com/.../james_b_glattfelder_who_controls_the_world
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Especially excellent piece, Dr. Mercola. Lies by the would-be 'elite' continue to fall for them like leaves in a Louisiana Hurricane. Please see
this piece that relates the past two months' failings and iailings as both evidence and resistance continue to rise. Biden was meant to
advance the WEF Agenda, but his character and blunders prove to be instruments for righteous re-awakening. Thank you again.
 donpaulwearerev.com/iipping-the-script/joe-bidens-and-his-masters-fal..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

recommended read from 23 Jan 2019: www.investmentwatchblog.com/how-the-media-controls-the-narrative-that-..
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ske5142
Joined On 7/30/2021 12:25:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lies by CNN. This could have been mitigated early on but the truth is they wanted people to die enough to be so afraid  they'd just fall for
the gene therapy.  He's not the only one who is telling the truth.
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TRKendall
Joined On 2/19/2013 9:50:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You are a hero Dr. Mercola. I pray for you every day!  Don't let those communist bullies get you down. You are right over the target and one
of the most iniuential "good guys" on the planet. That is why they are trying so desperately to take you down. God Bless you and all the
amazing work you are doing!!
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spiegel
Joined On 11/29/2011 7:33:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your cold reaction to the CNN report in the video reminded me of your appearance on Dr. Oz show several years.  Somehow, in your
youTube videos, you seemed more animated and personable.  But on the national TV, you appeared subdued and camera shy.  Why?  Taking
the 5th still?
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artist.jill
Joined On 5/9/2011 11:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you, CNN, for the reminder; was just thinking recently about ordering more copies.  Although I have been boycotting amazon for
several years now, I did do my preorder of Dr. Mercola’s "The Truth About COVID-19” through them and will order my next copies through
them as well in order to add to the sales Lgure. A few people will be getting their Christmas gift early, with a note attached asking them to
give serious thought as to whether this referenced material really looks like “misinformation” to them. I wrote a post last month - and I’m
sure others have made similar remarks -a thank you to Ms Warren, too, for the reminder to order more!Also, RFK Jr’s book on Fauci has
been preordered - and twice! - as the husband and I each ordered a copy unbeknownst to the other!  LOL

Dr. Peter Breggin's book (re: earlier article) has been recently ordered too. Also!  I'd suggested the purchase of Dr. M’s book to my local
library back during the preorder time, and I am delighted to report that my county library system DID purchase it!  My library’s site has a
form for suggesting a purchase.  I see they have 3 hard copies available and have made 5 e-book versions available.  Quite a few folks on
the waiting list to reserve it!  Maybe Ms Warren might like to try and get on the wait list! Keep standing Lrm folks, with your assessments of
where the truth is, and with your commitment to living in an honest way. Big heartfelt thank you once again to our bona Lde hero, Dr. Joseph
Mercola, for your integrity and your acts of valor!!
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr.  Mercola: SUE THEM! Drag their fannies into court. And PLEASE sign the petition for investigation and trial by the International Criminal
Court (ICC) - Go out to Dr. Fleming's website (there is a petition link)   www (DOT) iemingmethod (DOT) com   And this is NOT "NASTY"
 Germany --- y-e-t, and this  is NOT y-et- a Nuremberg "NASTY"  rally..   IF we let history repeat, it will be.
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pranarun
Joined On 6/1/2010 9:29:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Interesting, how many people today, stoop to not caring about true facts, others feelings or motives, careers, families etc., "just give me the
story that Lts our perverted narrative and my Pay check".  Hiding behind "science" is double-speak & cowardly, and facts trump phony,
skewed science any day. Thanks Dr. Mercola for continuing to take the High Road.
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dgdobbs
Joined On 11/24/2010 3:39:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having never been to medical school, it is necessary for me to gather the best information available. After studying what I believe is the
best, reliable information from genuine  experts, my plan is to ; as soon as I am exposed to any people, the Lrst thing done when I get home
is to nebulize Real Colloidal Silver. It is set up in a bathroom and takes 8 minutes. I was forced to get the "vaccines" because of my age
(89+) and the local hospitals can refuse my admission for other needs. It is what I do---you need to do your own research. It may not be for
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(89+) and the local hospitals can refuse my admission for other needs. It is what I do---you need to do your own research. It may not be for
everyone. Check with your own medical doctor. Never Give Up, Stay Strong.
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Follwing
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Communism and Marxism basis and fundamental tenant is to exist thru lies, intimidation and deception. They (Communists and Marxists)
will stop at nothing to destroy anyone who does not agree with them. Actual truth and facts are like passing a kidney stone for them...
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Suggested reading...American Marxism by Levin. Will truly reveal what has been happening and is happening here in the
constitutional republic known as the United States of America...
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Mercola, it mightn't do any good but send the likes of Cooper an email. If you challenge him to a debate you won't get a reply. He's just
generating negative energy to propound the usual codswallop, but at least is might get it off your chest if anything's on it. What did Orwell
expound: "peace means war, freedom means slavery," etc? and quote that he's (Cooper) an exact proponent or exponent of this. He's not
going to read this article but who's the real misinformation super, or is it muck spreader?
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jschive
Joined On 2/5/2012 12:00:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I bought your book months ago..  it's excellent.  And I'm spreading it around.  Thank goodness I'm not fooled by mainstream news such as
CNN- Ciminal Negligence News
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ckadysch
Joined On 5/3/2021 10:17:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great that settles it, everyone in my family gets a copy of Dr Mercola's book for Xmas!
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mar938444
Joined On 7/20/2015 8:54:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It’s also an attempt to make Amazon comply. I hope they can stand strong, too.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"That's right folks.....Don't touch that dial" !!!!
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ord6070
Joined On 12/16/2020 12:19:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

George Orwell has been attributed the quote, “In a time of universal deceit – telling the truth is a revolutionary act.” In revolutionary times
telling the truth may be met with universal deceit.
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jennifermcdermott
Joined On 10/5/2015 8:59:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Simply put, I am so thankful for all that you do for me and my family and future generations.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is a comment that I posted on the video: Carol Ring - Dr. Mercola and Robert Kennedy, Jr. tell the truth. CNN doesn't.
forbiddenknowledgetv.net/dr-vladimir-zelenko-takes-a-big-risk-by-telli..
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

To error is human. To willfully operate under the "Assumptions of Correctness" is blunder. Pride and Denial are the sounds of the vacuum
you are being sucked in to "adherence" to follow.  The "Most trusted name in News" is the oldest snake oil sales tactic. These folks are the
lowly Vipers. Cmon down..git yur free gubmint approved shots right here!  Now how bout u lovely little lady? They are paid well as actors in
the biggest theater ever devised by men and machines. Need more evidence of that?  

(1973 Frank Zappa observes in lyrical form) "I am gross and perverted, I'm obsessed and deranged. /I have existed for years, but very little
has changed. /I'm the tool of the government and industry too, /for I am destined to rule and regulate you. /I may be vile and pernicious, but
you can't look away, /I'll make you think I'm delicious, with the stuff that I say. /I'm the best you can get...have you guessed me yet? /I'm the
Slime oozing out from your TV set!!! /You will obey me while I lead you. /Into the garbage that I feed you. /Until the day that we don't need
you. /Don't go for help, No one will hear you. /Your mind is totally controlled. /It has been stuffed into my mold. /And you will do as you are
told. /Until the Rights to you've been sold!”  -The Slime.   Poetry in motion.
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jac1241
Joined On 10/26/2018 8:30:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Are you suing???
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DanMorpheus
Joined On 1/2/2021 11:47:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Propaganderson Cooper is the biggest cnn/cia misinformation spreader there is. Keeping the herd people in fear and confused the mission
statement of all these corporate bullshit “news” media outlets.
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN and Anderson Cooper are nothing more than a Gates puppet. I just love the comments in the Twitter thread, like thanks for reminding
 me to buy the book and if the government doesn’t want me to read something then it’s something I should read. I did buy the book, very
informative. Everyone should be reading this book! It would make a great Christmas gift for the brainwashed.
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Annienator
Joined On 7/29/2021 4:18:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I ordered this book from Amazon and they never sent it. I was told it was lost in the mail.
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amz8433
Joined On 10/27/2015 8:45:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola's book is no longer available on Amazon Kindle or from Amazon Prime.  There are some copies from third party sellers on
Amazon.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is tons of information out there that back up Dr Mercolas claims in his book, and even references ALL of them. BOTTOM LINE: The
evil satin worshiping socialist fascist communist marxist nazi's have been planning to execute a genocide/extinction event world wide
since the late 1800's with their Lrst try with the "Spanish Flu" hoax in 1917 when they attempted to destroy Europe with their deadly
"vaccine" that they were injecting into our troops heading to France for the Lrst world war. Thousands of people perished because of their
poison jab that spread like wildLre and killed more people than the war itself.

Several other attempts of genocide mass extinction via man made bio weapons have been made since then including Bird iu, swine iu,
and several others that Lzzled out. ALL of these were CAUSED by their FAKE VACCINES, and NOT any wild virus, same as what is happening
today! There is NO SUCH THING AS COVID19! It has NEVER been isolated OR puriLed, so therefore it DOES NOT EXIST! Fraud-chee is heard
in a video at an event he was at speaking of how there was a need for a virus scare to convince people to take their poison jab fake vaccine
mRNA bio-weapon shot!

The truth has been exposed by an American Attorney last week from government data showing the truth about how many people have been
killed and maimed by the poison jab! Hundreds of thousands have died, and millions have been maimed!!!! The only cure for this madness
to stop is how our country was founded. Like Alex Jones always say's "the only cure for 1984 is 1776".
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CNN is only a puppet or a tool. Somebody else use them to do dirty jobs such as spreading lies and intimidate people.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are the voice of indoctrin-NATION!
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multinode
Joined On 4/7/2021 10:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anybody noticed all the generalities? Dr. Mercola is accused of spreading 'mistruths', etc. Pray tell Sen. Warren ... tell us one of those
many, many mistruths! Can't do that? Then shut up!!! Same to all the slanderers at the Communist News Network!!
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Raythe4th
Joined On 7/16/2012 8:10:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Paid trolls for sure. The only people I ever see use the word “quack” are paid trolls. Those Twitter bots and paid trolls are doing their
best to bring down this country. Those people make me sick.
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dianna1189
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:34:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are many of us that used to watch CNN as "fair and balanced news" that have been awakened to the truth and see them for the evil
propaganda agents that they have become and probably always were.  Here is another resource to back up Dr. Mercola from Dr. Larry
Palevsky.  He testiLes about the nanoparticles in vaccines: creativegeniusess.com/discussion-on-nanoparticles-in-vaccines-by-dr-la..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I honestly can't remember the last time I watched CNN. It's been at least 15 years, maybe 20
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bm2492
Joined On 4/9/2009 8:29:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Although a deliberately intrusive interruption with malice intent to blindsid Dr Mercola,, it may have been the perfect opportunity to tell the
reporter to contact the olce to schedule a proper interview. Then go on CNN and set the record straight.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, thank you CNN!  You probably have made many search out who the heck is Dr. Mercola and vila they read his articles and sanity.  So
thank you thank you!
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Kathyhall
Joined On 11/19/2010 9:09:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worry not, friends! The truth will set Dr. Mercola and the rest of the truth-tellers free.  We are watching the demise of CNN and their hatred.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All you need is vitamin C and other vitamins in large doses, maybe some Ivermectin and/or hydroxychloroquine. This could have been over
a week after the whole nonsense started. The letter orgs, Gates and Fraudci just want to make money and so do all the countries in the
world.
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navisos34
Joined On 10/9/2017 12:07:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am with Dr Mercola to a 100%. There is no doubt that a worldwide censorship of his book is active. I ordered his book but has never
received it. Yet I have a question which I would like the readers to answer. If the chance of getting COVID-19 is about 1% or less, then how
come so many people have already died or are still dying? Dying of what?
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would send your receipt showing you paid for the book to the place you bought it from.  Most of the time people are dying from the
shots and secondary infections and other issues
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He made references to several universities and medical centers and their statistical analysis of deaths-per-infections. Here is one:
"Yet another study published in the Annals of Internal Medicine put the overall noninstitutionalized infection fatality rate at 0.26%.
People younger than 40 have an infection fatality rate of 0.01%, while those 60 and older had a 1.71% risk of dying from the
infection." However, you can calculate it yourself. Just go to worldometers coronavirus website and look up the deaths and cases in
the USA. www.worldometers.info/coronavirus  

As of today we have had 45,204,373 infections and 733,575 deaths. (733,575)/(45,204,373)x(100)=1.6% chance of dying. That is not
linear. If you are under the age of 20 you have a much greater chance of dying from the vaccine than you do from covid-19. If you are
over 75 you might actually be better off getting the jab because you have a very high chance of dying from covid-19. You have to dig
deeper into the numbers to break that down by age group, but most of those deaths are the elderly and frail with multiple
comorbidities. Most died on a ventilator because they were DENIED life saving treatments early on in the infection using safe and
effective drugs like HCQ and Ivermectin.
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armtalker
Joined On 6/22/2010 11:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it is high time for these "news" shows and networks and their ignorant talking heads to be sued for libel, slander, defamation and
lying to the public.
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RobertTUda1gmail.com
Joined On 4/16/2021 1:31:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not watch the MSM (including Fix News) any longer, which I now call the LSM. Instead, watch Frankspeech.com, OANN, and Newsmax.
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you.  We also listen to NaturalNews.com.  They have a podcast on Lve-six days/week.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's unusual to see someone that actually knows the wrongs, the lies, of BOTH sides of the major news media! If only more people
that are awake only to one political side would wake up to the other side, too, then maybe we would actually get the changes we
need in this country! Also eliminating dark money from politics! I also only watch Independent news online but some of them even
repeat the major news narratives so have to watch out for them, too.
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Post your comment

Vaxxed Delta Pilot Dies In-Flight; Southwest Flights Have Mass
Cancellations
October 12, 2021

Reports of hundreds of canceled Southwest iights have been met with all kinds of excuses, and Stew Peters says

somebody’s lying. It’s not bad weather, like Southwest claims, he says. And, it’s not FAA problems either, because they...

Here’s How to Get an Ivermectin Prescription
October 12, 2021

As health care providers and pharmacies resist prescribing and Llling prescriptions for ivermectin, the Frontline COVID-19

Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) is offering a lifeline to those who are seeking the drug. An online list of providers in the U...

NYT Issues Massive Correction on Children’s COVID Hospitalizations
October 11, 2021

There’s a big difference between 900,000 and 63,000 but, apparently, The New York Times didn’t notice when they

published a story about children hospitalized for COVID-19. Actually, only 63,000 were hospitalized from August 2020 to...

New Study Proves the Vaccinated Are Dragging Out the Pandemic
October 11, 2021

A leaked Department of Defense slide show presentation that was quickly removed from the internet, but has been

preserved in archives and on private websites shows that the shots are not meeting experts’ expectations. Using

hospitalization...

Not Vaccinated in Oakville, Ontario? Forget Getting Married
October 11, 2021

With some of the strictest COVID-19 measures in Canada, the town of Oakville, Ontario, has decided not to issue marriage

licenses to couples until they’re fully vaccinated against COVID. On its website, the town acknowledges that they have...

All About the Money: Moderna Racing for Proets
October 11, 2021

In 2005 vaccinologist Paul Olt wrote that pharmaceutical companies are not obligated to make vaccines. They are

businesses, not public health agencies, and for that reason many vaccine companies had decided to back off the vaccine

business. The...

Why Are More People Dying From Heart Disease?
October 11, 2021

Using data from the U.K.’s Government Statistical Service, diagnostic pathologist Clare Craig has found that excess deaths

in the U.K. for the week ending September 10, 2021, are showing an alarming increase in heart disease mortality....

Study: Bloodstream Infections Are Contributing to COVID Deaths
October 10, 2021

A just-released study shows that bloodstream infections are causing “signiLcant” numbers of severe illness and death in

COVID-19 patients. Study authors took a retrospective look at a tertiary care hospital’s electronic records to...

Fireeghters Say They’re Seeing ‘Large Numbers’ of Vaccine Complications
October 10, 2021

FireLghters in Orange County, Florida, say they are responding to calls from large numbers of people with COVID-19 vaccine

injuries, but central Florida hospitals say that’s not true. So who is telling the truth? A local TV station decided to...

Researchers Ask: Why Are We Vaccinating Children Against COVID-19?
October 9, 2021

A team of scientists from Lve countries including the U.S. is questioning the push to give children the COVID-19 vaccines,

especially since the risks of death for children from COVID are “negligible.” It’s the elderly who are at...

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm on the OAN bandwagon. I hope they get better rankings fast and more sponsors. They need to hire more people on the ground to
get the news and report it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 9:36:22 AM
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Legoge47
Joined On 8/13/2021 6:40:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Does anyone really listen to CNN?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 4:39:53 AM

! Like  " Dislike

 

therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, their ratings are awful.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 7:12:47 AM

! Like  " Dislike

 

yi2m4u
Joined On 11/27/2020 10:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry. They are out of their league. Toytowners

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 4:11:14 AM

! Like  " Dislike

 

gary_ha
Joined On 8/27/2021 3:47:10 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ratings. FNC is FOX. CNN is last among these ... Total Day: FNC: 267 | CNN: 120 | MSNBC: 127 -- Prime: FNC: 423 | CNN: 171 | MSNBC: 210
-- Oct. 8, 2021 25-54 Demographic (Live+SD x 1,000) Src: Adweek
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Stop shooting the messenger! Let Dr Mercola know the misinformation so that he can inform the studies' authors that CNN has reviewed
their Lndings and found them to be wrong. A CNN review should impress them academically if not hysterically. Once again stop shooting
the messenger or media mugging them as it will not elevate CNN to the moral high ground least of all on past journalistic  credibility.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 3:35:31 AM
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eonafusionmodels.co.za
Joined On 6/22/2021 6:43:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ah well you know the old saying........when you start taking iak you know you are over the target. CNN is just another media propaganda
machine . Pity the sheeple listen, it adds to the brainwash effect. Keep it up Dr Mercola,you are my hero.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 3:14:10 AM
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sph4707
Joined On 1/28/2017 3:01:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Your the best Dr. Mercola !  A hero !

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:34:41 AM
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sabrno
Joined On 5/20/2020 6:38:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The complot maLa media company CNN is losing popularity rapidly and it is destined to be knocked down, also Anderson has been
executed long before, the one you see is just a double. Those who know the true facts never take CNN propaganda on face value, no more.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:27:59 AM
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not much has changed since the 1950's. In a scene from 1951's "The Day the Earth Stood Still," Klaatu sat calmly with others in a boarding
house as they listened to the news actor on the radio stoked fear about the "alien menace."  Today,  according to MSM, the "menace" is
truth.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:27:37 AM
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This so-called virus has been out for going on 2 years. A virus will wear itself out. The only thing that keeps this virus "moving" is
propaganda from fake news outlets like CNN. And an out of control government that pretends it doesn't cost anything to spend trillions of
dollars. Now CNN as "the book police".  It's their moment of infamy. Who does that? Who demands that books must not be sold ~ because
they don't agree with the author?

What next? Will CNN "urge" Warren to have you thrown in prison for "writing a book"? Who does that? Do these people on CNN not realize
they look like people movies would be made about as the Lends that tried to stop people from reading books in America? These vaccines
don't save anyone's lives. What's their next motto? "Burn a book. Save a life." Possibly they think that bookburning is how to stop a virus.

CNN reporters are like something out of a Saturday Nite Live skit. Like a parody of a news broadcast. Except CNN is an unaware parody in
their own newscast of what it means to be a newscast. They are not reporting news. They are a bookburning lobby that is not even just
crossing the line from reporting to editorializing. Now they are lobbyists for bookburning in America. Pathetic. CNN. The fake news
bookburning lobby. PS. Those two on that CNN fake news book burning lobby broadcast looked like the undead. It's the CNN zombie
apocalypse.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:23:24 AM
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SadieKay
Joined On 8/1/2016 1:46:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Free publicity from CNN???

😉😂🤣

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:19:35 AM
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Duc3990
Joined On 5/4/2021 8:40:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep doing great work!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:43:15 AM
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1Bigpeace
Joined On 10/11/2021 1:26:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue them so it exposes the media propaganda … Lawyers for liberty maybe a good source

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:28:24 AM
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1Bigpeace
Joined On 10/11/2021 1:26:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sue them , lawyers for Liberty can help … this will force them to expose the propaganda

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:27:26 AM
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poshest
Joined On 6/19/2006 3:34:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm not sure I buy the ARR argument. I mean, you have a low risk of being in a car accident the next time you drive, but you wear a seat belt,
because IF YOU ARE unlucky enough to get into an accident, you are far more likely to survive, and survive with less long term injury. I think
the argument should turn to comparisons of vaccine RRR vs vitamin D, ivermectin, etc.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:16:23 AM
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nursehoward59
Joined On 10/4/2021 5:50:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can you post a link of references to articles that support medical research on immunity, ivermectin, adverse reactions from the jab, etc?  I
enjoy reading the research.  KH, MSN, RN

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/12/2021 9:11:51 AM
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aireeka27
Joined On 5/18/2011 8:19:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How frustrating all the shutting down of Dr. Mercola's resources. Sorry for this seeming so trivial, but does anyone know the recipe for Dr.
Mercola's vanilla collagen ice cream?  With YouTube blocking all his content it's no longer available.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 7:43:02 PM
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eva9829
Joined On 1/11/2021 8:54:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Curious why Dr. Mercola did not respond with something when approached by the CNN journalist?  He has nothing to hide and God knows
he has the knowledge base to pull from with respect to any questioning!  It would have looked better if he had somehow responded.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 11:32:35 AM
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eva, under our paradigm that may be true. Under the law, it would be exactly contra-indicated. Things can be twisted and used
against people, and ditto in the journalistic world. They take things out of context, twist, malign, etc....silence is a far better defense,
in certain circumstances. I think Dr Mercola was wise to remain silent, and it must have taken a lot of self discipline too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 2:53:02 PM
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DavidJoseph1
Joined On 9/19/2021 4:00:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Always on defense, maybe it is past time to hire a decent lawyer or three on percentage to play offense with defamation and collect a few
$Million to add to the NVIC coffers. Meanwhile, I don't get the reasoning for removing posts after 48 hours. Guessing it has something to do
with the business of selling supplements, there is more to that deal that needs explained to remain credible. Of course, comments here are
subject to screening, so we will see if it is a two way street.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 1:13:23 PM
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prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There's that number again, in the main article. Where exactly is the information that "COVID-19 vaccines have killed more than 200,000
otherwise healthy Americans" come from? If the truth is suppressed, where is this horrifying number coming from, the few rogue nurses
who spoke out saying the deaths aren't looked into properly?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/11/2021 3:58:44 AM
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You take the current VAERS death count of 6,018 and you multiply by 41 and you get 246,738. 41 is a multiplier most of the scientist
and scholars have agreed on as a "correction factor" for the under-reporting of adverse events on the CDC's VAERS. The CDC's on
website suggest that less than 10% of the vaccine injuries and deaths are reported.  Think about it. If you are single and got the jab
and die before you wake up the next morning from a heart attack or stroke who's going to know you even got the jab? A dead person
can't see a doctor or Lll out the death report to VAERS. So using the CDC's maximum 10% reporting gives you over 60,000 deaths.
Most people, even at the CDC, agree it is somewhere between 1% and 10%. A 1% reporting ration would mean 600,000 deaths have
actually occurred. So using the CDC's logic the deaths from the jabs would be somewhere around 300,000. To put it in perspective,
43 people died in an Auburn, NY nursing home within 3 weeks of getting vaccinated. Their cause of death was labeled COVID-19, not
vaccine. However, no one in the nursing home had died from covid-19 prior to Dec 29th, 2020. By Jan the end of Jan 2021, 43 people
had died. They didn't die from covid-19. They died from the jab. None of those deaths were reported to VAERS.
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yi2m4u
Joined On 11/27/2020 10:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Though I appreciate there is usually little beneLt in engaging with a reporter and camera team that sets an ambush, having viewed the
video I don’t think the good Dr handled it particularly well, and by totally avoiding engagement just came over like a real estate hustler
caught with his hand in the cookie jar. I appreciate Dr M might have been surprised by the confrontation, and face to face social skills might
not be his strong suit, but there is no downside to a little bit of courtesy. As it is this was a missed opportunity to potentially iniuence even
one member of the interview team. Instead it will have left a poor impression with the majority of undecided viewers, simply conLrming the
rest of the propaganda in the piece.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally disagree! They wouldn't had aired it live and instead would had edited it! Do you think the edit would had made Dr. Mercola
look like he was right or made it come across differently than what Dr. Mercola actually said it? Do you not think they would had
twisted his words, taking them out of context!? Dr. Mercola answered their email questions by email but you didn't see CNN airing all
of them now did you? "Face to face social skills" has nothing to do with it! Those undecided viewers if seeing an interview chopped
up making Dr. Mercola look even worse wouldn't had helped them to decide the truth of things and could had made it where instead
they decided CNN was/is right about him.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SPOT ON Country_Me! Look at what they did to Trump! They NEVER aired his press conferences LIVE! CNN, MSNBC, ABC, CBS, and
most of the others would air his press conference the next day FULLY EDITTED to exclude 99% of the important stuff he said and
twist around his "bad humor". You would have thought he'd learned his lesson after about the 100th press conference to just stick to
the facts. Dr. Mercola did the right thing.  Since he is not a politician or a public Lgure, he has no obligation to speak in front of the
camera. If they want to do an interview I he could have one with a LAWYER and medical experts like Dr. McCullough, Ardis, and many
others. I would also have my own camera crew Llming the entire event so when CNN airs the edited version to "spin" the talking
points you have a potential lawsuit. Especially when the truth Lnally does come out. Instead of them making false accusations of Dr.
Mercola having blood on his hands, he will be able to PROVE CNN has blood on their hands!
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